


It’s hard to talk about times you only know from 
stories. Although wherever you go you can encoun-
ter traces of long lost glory of our civilization along 
with evidence of its fall, to us, the survivors, they 
give as much knowledge about the past as broken 
shells used to give to archeologists studying ancient 
cultures in the sands of forgotten lands.

It’s known that the apocalypse wasn’t caused by 
some lunatic with his finger over a red button, nor 
was it brought upon us by robots that reached self-
awareness after decades of obedient servitude to 
humanity. We should blame for it our forefathers – 
billions of common people and those in power who 
governed them, tenure after tenure repeating the 
same mistakes. Their stupidity, short-sightedness 
and blind faith that next generations will carry the 
burden of their greed are the reasons why now we 
must struggle for each day of life with new inhabit-
ants of the world.

We have no idea what happened on other continents 
– all memories of the Global Village faded long ago. 
Here, in Australia, people chose to blame for every 
imaginable evil an international megacorporation 
named Cerbero. It took advantage of poor policy of 
heavily indebted government and proposed a unique 
solution – the buy-out of the vast yet mostly barren, 
inner part of the country and serious financial help in 
the form of strategic infrastructure investments. Ef-
fectively, in a few years Cerbero took over key indus-
trial sectors and left the government powerless. In the 
meantime, citizens started protesting against expenses 
on defense and police. This had direct connection with 
the introduction by Cerbero of a number of technolog-
ical improvements that had been designed to protect 
Australians against the growing terrorist threat. Gov-
ernment-financed military and police became prac-
tically non-existent, replaced by Cerbero peacekeep-
ing forces that were much better equipped and, most 
importantly, didn’t cost taxpayers even one dollar.

Cerbero knew how to make the most of the invest-
ments. The desert interior soon became a testing 
ground for various scientific and military projects. The 
desolate heart of Australia was covered with research 
labs, technological and production facilities standing 
both above and below ground. Experimental nucle-
ar reactors and geothermal power plants pierced the 
Earth’s crust miles deep. In that time people used to 
gossip that the Company managed even maximum-
security prisons in order to conduct bizarre genetic 
and biotechnological experiments on dangerous in-
mates turning them into something more...

Now we know that each and every rumor from 
good, old days rings true in innumerable, hideous 
spawns of the twisted imagination of Cerbero scien-
tists, whose creations roam the Waste – as we call 
Australia – looking for blood. However, people could 
justify almost everything in the name of cheap en-
ergy, gadgets making life much easier and pretenses 
of safety in the world falling into chaos.

Yet, they say that nothing lasts forever. Cerbero fell 
and with it ceased to exist our hopes for a brighter 
future. What were the reasons? Who knows... Maybe 
the experimental, underground reactors powering 
the Company’s technological structures had sim-
ply failed? Maybe the central computer had been 
infected with some unknown virus? Or maybe Na-
ture itself had decided to retaliate for millennia of 
plundering Her fruits? The bottom line is that one 
day earth trembled and long-dormant volcanoes 
erupted again. A series of tremors and underground 
explosions caused the continent to break in two 
as well as change its shape. Ocean waters flooded 
the rift creating the Great Down Under – a wa-
tery canyon dividing Australia into two separate 
lands. Tens of thousands died in the ensuing chaos.

And in that very moment, when we were most vul-
nerable, Cerbero’s business rivals struck. Secret 
bases in Eastern Asia and Africa launched ballistic 

missiles as if to test the protective canopy weaved 
over the continent by the Company. Damaged anti-
missile systems and partially malfunctioning, mili-
tary A.I. managed to protect only some cities and 
technological facilities belonging to the corporation. 
All the ruin already brought upon Australia in the 
catastrophic earthquakes and eruptions was mul-
tiplied tenfold by nuclear blasts that within hours 
bereaved Australians of their livelihood.
 
And thus began the darkest of days that cannot 
even be compared to our fight for everyday sur-
vival. I guess it’s good that the generation remem-
bering the Scourge is practically gone, while those 
greybeards who still remain don’t wish to share any 
stories about that bleak times. We know that the 
population became a fraction of its former self, yet 
the people were quickly tempered in flames of eter-
nally burning factories and dying lights of aban-
doned metropolises. Our fathers and grandfathers 
taught us how to get by in the Waste. Our moth-
ers and grandmothers made sure that we wouldn’t 
make any mistakes of the past. Thanks to them we 
can proudly walk among fading memories of the 
world that they’d helped destroy.

We are the children of new Australia, the outcasts 
from the technological Eden, willing to use any tool 
just to see another dawn. We do not fear beasts that 
escaped from ruined Cerbero laboratories, nor cy-
bernetic constructs of the Company mindlessly pa-
trolling the wasteland. We proudly stand against 
gangs and degenerates looking for easy prey and we 
do not believe false prophets promising a new para-
dise on Earth. We know that the only thing left for 
us is survival, because we are the Waste knights...



In Waste Knights two to four players become he-
roes of a post-apocalyptic world – lonely vagabonds 
travelling through and trying to survive in the deso-
late wasteland of Australia, a country ravaged by war 
and unnatural disasters. Each player does his best to 
quickly gain Reputation and strives to win by accom-
plishing tasks as well as facing deadly enemies and 
treacherous weather, hoping to fulfill one mission 
chosen at the beginning of the game. The mission sets 
a narrative background for the game. The winner is 
the first player to fulfill mission goals.

During the game, players travel over a modular, 
hexagonal board representing Australia using various 
vehicles, face horrific monsters and mutants as well as 
brutal gangs, visit strange places and barter useful gear 
experiencing a rich and immersive, post-apocalyptic 
setting. Finally, they are the ones to decide whether 
humanity shall rise to its former glory or plunge into 
the depths of barbarity in this savage, new era.

The game box contains the following components:
 This Rulebook
 Mission Book
 Modular, Hexagonal Board:
 1 Central Board Tile (5-hex tile)
 32 Board Tiles (1-hex tiles)

 1 Mission Tile (1-hex tile)
 6 Board Frame Pieces
 13 Knight Sheets
 13 Knight Markers
 2 Villain Markers
 4 Player Boards in 4 colors (amber, blue, red, 

yellow) with:
 4 Fuel Indicators in matching colors
 4 Radiation Indicators in matching colors
 8 Plastic Connectors

 8 Ammo Markers in 4 colors (amber, blue, red, 
yellow)

 8 Health Markers in 4 colors (amber, blue, red, 
yellow)

 1 Reference Sheet
 117 Other Markers and Tokens, including:
 20 Player Markers, 5 in 4 colors (amber, blue, 

red, yellow), including 4 Reputation Markers
 1 Waster Marker
 1 First Player Marker
 1 Round Marker
 1 Dominance Marker
 1 Range Marker
 16 General Markers
 6 Health Loss Tokens (3 with -1/-2 values, 

2 with -1/-3 values, 1 with -1/-5 values)
 4 Dice Modifier Tokens (dice gained/suffered)
 14 Route Tokens
 14 Radiation/Contamination Tokens
 14 Threat/Move Obstacles Tokens
 6 Vehicle Damage Tokens
 6 Task Tokens, 2 in 3 colors (green, orange, 

purple)
 3 Special Tokens (Nuked, Pills, Reboot)
 2 Large Mission Markers
 6 Small Mission Markers
 1 Mission Supremacy Marker

 110 Large-sized Cards, including:
 44 Wasteland Cards
 27 Task Cards
 10 Combat Cards in 2 decks of 5 cards (red, 

blue)
 3 Range Cards
 26 Luck Cards

 110 Small-sized Cards, including:
 46 Green Gear Cards
 25 Yellow Gear Cards
 14 Red Gear Cards
 13 Blue Gear Cards, including 1 Vehicle Card
 12 Vehicle Cards

 6 10-sided Dice
 5 Plastic Bases

 

Mission Book
The Mission Book contains an example of a game 
round ”Road to Gangraen” and 5 missions – game 
scenarios that players can choose from each game.

Game Board
The Game Board is formed of 37 hexes representing 
a large part of Australia. It is divided into City He-
xes, Special Hexes and Normal Hexes. More about 
the game board, see p. 9.

Board Frame
The Board Frame is comprised of 6 pieces. They line 
the board and help set up different game components.

Knight Sheets
Knight Sheets represent characters that players im-
personate during the game. They contain all informa-
tion pertaining to knights, such as skills or starting 
gear.  More about the knights sheets, see p. 9.

Knight Markers
Knight Markers correspond to different characters 
and represent them on the board.

Villain Markers
Villain Markers correspond to different villains of the 
Waste that can be encountered in the wasteland and 
represent them on the board when playing certain 
missions.

Player Boards with Dials
Players use Player Boards to track resources at their 
disposal (Ammo, Fuel, Health, Radiation). Each bo-
ard features 2 dials for counting current Radiation 
and Health levels.

Ammo and Health Markers
Ammo and Health Markers are used along with a 
player board to track a given knight’s current levels 
of Ammo and Health.

Reference Sheet
The Reference Sheet contains descriptions of all ci-
ties and special hexes from the board as well as a list 
of icons from different game components.  You can 
find the same information on the back cover of this 
Rulebook.
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Player Markers
Each player has 5 Player Markers matching his player 
board color. The Reputation Marker is used to mark 
a knight’s current Reputation on the Reputation and 
time track, while the other 4 markers have various ap-
plications ex. marking tasks, mission requirements etc.

Waster Marker
The Waster Marker indicates the player who is cur-
rently the Waster – the evil spirit of Australia respon-
sible for choosing wasteland cards, playing as enemies 
and making various decisions during the game.

First Player Marker
This marker indicates the player who is the first to 
move and explore the board in a given round.

Round Marker
This marker indicates, which round it is. Each mis-
sion is played over a certain number of rounds, after 
which the winner of the game is determined.

Dominance Marker
The Dominance Marker is moved along the Domi-
nance Track to indicate, which side has better chances 
of winning current.

Range Marker
This marker is placed on range cards. It indicates the 
current range, at which combat is being fought.

General Markers
General Markers are mainly used to remind that 
certain gear cards have been used. They have other 
applications as well, depending on effects of various 
game components or missions.

Health Loss Tokens
Health Loss Tokens indicate during combat, how 
much Health a given enemy from a wasteland card lost.

Dice Modifier Tokens
These tokes inform about dice gained or suffered by a 
knight or an enemy making a roll or check.

Route Tokens 
The knight currently resolving his move uses Route 
Tokens to show the Waster the hexes, through which 
he is moving.

Radiation, Contamination, Threat 
and Move Obstacles Tokens

These tokens are used to mark on the board effects of 
certain wasteland cards.

Vehicle Damage Tokens
These tokens are placed on vehicle cards to indicate 
that damage suffered during the game.

Task Tokens
Task Tokens are used to mark hexes and other game 
components corresponding to available task cards. 
Token colors match spaces on the task frame, where 
task cards are placed.

Special Tokens
Special Tokens are used to mark on the board effects 
of certain task cards.

Mission Markers, Mission Supremacy 
Marker and Mission Tile

Large and Small Mission Markers, the Mission Su-
premacy Marker and the Mission Tile are used in dif-
ferent ways to mark game components important for 
the mission being played. Their function is described 
in the Mission Book and other materials containing 
new missions.

Plastic Bases and Dice
Knight, Villain and Mission Markers are slid into 
Plastic Bases and 10-sided Dice are used to make dif-
ferent checks or rolls.

Gear and Vehicle Cards
Small-sized Gear and Vehicle Cards represent useful  
equipment, drugs, weapons as well as vehicles neces-
sary to survive in the Waste. They come in different 
colors depending on their value and can be traded in 
cities. More about gear cards, see p. 30.

Wasteland Cards
Wasteland Cards represent strange encounters, events
and enemies that knights face during the game.

Luck Cards
Luck Cards are used by knights for certain one-time, 
beneficial and powerful effects like dice rerolls, addi-
tional damage etc.

Task Cards
Task Cards describe short quests and errands given
to knights by inhabitants of the Waste. Knights can
accomplish them to gain Reputation and new gear.

Combat and Range Cards
These cards are used to resolve combat. They repre-
sent distance and combat maneuvers used by knights.

Assembling Player Boards

Before your first game, you should carefully re-
move all cardboard game components from their 
frames and then assemble player boards as described 
below. Each board is marked with a different color 
(amber, blue, red or yellow). You should attach 1 Ra-
diation indicator and 1 Fuel indicator in a matching 
color  to each board using plastic connectors. Attach 
indicators according to markings on a given board 
and its matching indicators. The example of the blue 
player board assembly is shown below.

Front

Front

Back

Back



In this section you can find the game setup and 
the gameplay for 4 players. The game setup and rules 
for 2 and 3 players, see p. 33-34. Mission rules can 
alter the normal game setup and always take prec-
edence over the rules described below.

1. Game Board Setup
The game board is formed of three Tiers. When 

setting up the  board, use the diagram to the right and 
the reference sheet that contains city hex numbers. All 
board tiles are placed on the board face-up.
A) Prepare Hexes: Divide board tiles according to 

their backs into city hexes (with  icon ), spe-
cial hexes (with S  icons ) and normal hexes. 
Then, shuffle special and normal hexes separately 
without looking at them and place them into two 
separate, face-down hex stacks.

B) Form Tier 1: Place the central board tile with the 
city of Gangraen [1] (C1) in the middle of the play-
ing area. Then, draw top 2 board tiles from the spe-
cial hex stack and place them one after another as 
shown in the diagram (S1, S2).

C) Form Tier 2: Place the Pumps [2] and the Queen’s 
Valley [3] city hexes as shown in the diagram 
(C2, C3). Then, draw top 2 board tiles from the 
special hex stack and place them one after an-
other as shown in the diagram (S3, S4). Finally, 
complete Tier 2 by drawing and placing top 
board tiles from the normal hex stack. You can 
start placing normal hexes from any empty 
space and then continue clockwise around Tier 
2 until all spaces are filled with board tiles.  

D) Form Tier 3: Place the New Sydney [4] and the Alice 
Offsprings [5] city hexes as shown in the diagram 
(C4, C5). Then, draw top 6 board tiles from the spe-
cial hex stack and place them one after another as 
shown in the diagram (S5-S10). Finally, complete 
Tier 3 in the same way as Tier 2 using normal 
hexes. If there are any board tiles left, return them 
into the box – they will not be needed in this game.

E) Assemble Board Frame: Place and connect all 6 

pieces of the board frame as shown in the dia-
gram so that they encircle and lock all board tiles 
together.

2. Player Setup
Each player rolls 1 die. The player with the hi-

ghest result takes the First Player marker and from 
this moment on will be called the First Player. The 

player sitting directly opposite the First Player takes 
the Waster marker and from this moment on will be 
called the Waster. 

The First Player chooses 1 knight sheet and places 
it in front of himself. Next, he chooses and takes 1 
player board of any color, 5 matching player markers 
(4 normal markers and 1 Reputation  marker) and 
4 matching Ammo and Health markers. All other 
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players do the same, starting from the player to the 
right of the First Player and going clockwise around 
the table.

All players place their Reputation markers  
  side up to the left of the Reputation and time 

track. Next, they place Ammo and Health markers 
on their respective spaces of their player boards so 
that the marker with the ”2” side up is placed first 
and the marker with the ”4” side up is placed on top. 
Radiation dials (upper ones) should be rotated so that 
they point at ”0”, while Fuel dials (lower ones) so that 
they point at ”4”. Then, each player takes his knight 
marker, slides it into a plastic base and places it on 
the Gangraen [1] hex. Finally, each player chooses 
1 vehicle card (Strider, Off-road or Heavy-duty) and 
places it the yellow side up next to his player board.

The First Player searches the green gear deck 
for 4 sets of the following gear cards: Extra Bullets, 
Medi-shot and Rad-out and gives 1 set of cards to each 
player – these are knights’ additional gear cards. Play-
ers can place those cards in their pockets, backpacks  
and/or vehicles. Place cards in your backpack and 
your vehicle face-down.

In order to finish the player setup, the First Player 
shuffles luck cards and deals 3 cards to each player, 
starting from himself and going clockwise around 
the table. Players can read their luck cards, but they 
should keep them secret from their rivals.

3. Cards Setup
A) Wasteland Cards and Luck Cards: Shuffle waste-

land cards and luck cards separately and use them 
to form 2 decks. Then, place them face-down on 
the Wasteland Frame (showing the matching card 
backs).

B) Combat Cards: Divide combat cards into the blue 
and red combat decks. Then, place them face-down 
on the Combat Frame (with the dominance track 
and showing the decks’ colors).

C) Range Cards: Place face-up range cards on the 
Range Frame (showing the matching card back), 
placing the Short Range card on the leftmost space, 
the Medium Range card on the central space and 

the Long Range card on the rightmost space of the 
frame.

D) Task Cards: Divide task cards into 2 decks. One 
deck should only contain task cards marked in 
lower-right corner with  icon. This is the 
Common Task Deck. The other deck should only 
contain task cards, whose game text features bul-
let points (). This is the Private Task Deck. Both 
decks should be shuffled separately and placed 
face-down near the Task Frame (showing the 
matching card back).

Then, draw the top card from the common task 
deck and place it face-up on the leftmost (purple) 
frame space. 

Finally, draw top 2 cards from the private task 
deck and place them one after another on the other 
two frame spaces (orange and green, respectively) 
marked with screw heads bearing  icon.

E) Gear Cards: Divide all gear cards into separate decks 
according to their colors and number of stripes on 
their card backs (green, yellow, red and blue). Set 
the blue gear deck aside – it will be needed later 
during the game. Shuffle the other decks separately 
and place them face-down near the Stalls Frames 
(showing the matching card backs). 

Next, draw top 4 cards from the green gear 
deck and place them face-up one after another on 
the Stalls spaces showing green card backs, star-
ting from the leftmost space. Repeat this process 
for 4 yellow and 2 red gear cards until all spaces on 
both Stalls frames contain a matching card.

F) Vehicle Cards: Form a separate pool using all ve-
hicle cards available at the beginning of the game 
and place it near the wasteland frame, next to the 
flag of Australia. This is the Vehicle Pool.

4. Choose Mission
Players decide together, which mission they wish 

to play. If they cannot agree, the Waster chooses the 
mission. Missions can be found in the Mission Book, 
future game expansions and online game materials. 
Before your first game, it is recommended to read the 
example of the game round ”Road to Gangraen” in 

order to learn the basic game rules and then to play 
the first mission ”Savior of the Waste”.

Once players have chosen their mission, they pla-
ce the mission sheet (the Mission Book opened on the 
proper page or the mission from a different source) in 
a place visible to all players, read the sheet’s contents 
and resolve the mission special setup (if required). 

5. General Setup
All other game components are set up as descri-

bed below:
A) Round Marker: Place this marker the clock side up 

on the ”1” space of the Reputation and time track.
B) Dominance Marker: Place this marker the ying-

-yang side up on the ”0” space of the dominance 
track.

C) Range Marker: Place this marker on the Medium 
Range card.

D) Task Tokens: Read aloud the story text and game 
text of all face-up task cards, take task tokens in 
proper colors from the task frame and place them 
on board hexes that match hex numbers from the 
task cards. Numbers on tokens indicate, in what 
order players should fulfill task requirements (the 
”1” token should be placed on the board accord-
ing to the description of the first requirement and 
the ”2” token – according to the description of the 
second requirement from a given task card).

E) Route Tokens: Form a separate pool using route 
tokens and place it within easy reach of all players. 
This is the Route Pool.

F) Other Tokens and Markers: Form a separate pool 
using all other tokens and markers and place it 
within easy reach of all players. This is the Com-
mon Pool.

G) Reference Sheet: Place the reference sheet within 
easy reach of all players. On the back cover of this 
Rulebook you can find one additional reference 
sheet.

H) Dice: Place all dice within easy reach of all players. 

Return all unused game components into the box 
(they will not be needed now) and start playing!

\



Common Area
1. Board Hex
2. Board Frame
3. Knights’ Markers
4. The Stalls
5. Gear Decks
6. Range Cards
7. Range Marker
8. Combat Decks
9. Dominance Track
10. Dominance Marker

Playing Area Diagram
(4-player example)
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Game Board Overview
The game board represents an imaginary map 

of Australia formed of 37 hexes. Each hex symboli-
zes contaminated, irradiated and dangerous terrain 
spanning hundreds of square kilometers. Together, 
the hexes are placed in 3 tiers containing a set number 
of cities and special locations, where players can per-
form actions as well as accept and accomplish tasks. 
There are three types of hexes in the game:
1. Normal Hexes: They represent typical landscapes 

and vistas of the Waste – deserts, swamps, jungles, 
mountains and highways.

2. Special Hexes: They represent unique locations 
allowing players to perform special actions. 

3. City Hexes: In cities, players can trade gear cards 
with The Stalls, resupply, rest and sometimes per-
form special actions.

Detailed descriptions of hex names, available 
actions and special abilities can be found in the re-
ference sheet.
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Knight Overview
During the game, each player becomes a Waste 

knight – a hero of the post-apocalyptic world. This 
character is the counterpart of a given player in the 
game setting. It’s the knight that travels, fights and 
experiences adventures on the board. Whenever rules 
and game effects refer to a player or to a knight, they 
actually refer to and influence this character.

Additionally, if any rule, ability, effect or game 
component uses the word ”you” or refers directly 
to the reading player, ex. ”Use before drawing luck 
cards”, it refers to the knight/player who owns a given 
game  component or is currently using its game text 
or effects.

All knights are represented in the game by a 
player board and a knight sheet. You can find their 
detailed overview on the next page.

1. Illustration: It shows a special location or area, 
through which knights travel and corresponds to 
a hex illustration from the reference sheet.

2. Hex Number: It is a reference to a hex description 
from the reference sheet.

3. Route Difficulty: Informs how many Movement 
Points are required to enter a given hex.

4. Threat Icon: It increases the number of wasteland 
cards drawn by the Waster.

5. Radiation Icon: It forces knights staying on a given 
hex to suffer Radiation.

6. Contamination Icon: It forces knights staying on 
a given hex to lose Health.

7. City Icon: It marks a given hex as a city.
8. Hex Back: It helps identify a hex type when setting 

up the game.
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Player Board and Knight Sheet Overview

 Player Board
1. Radiation Dial: It indicates the current Radiation 

level of a knight and how it affects him.
2. Health Counter: It indicates the current Health 

level of a knight and how it affects him.
3. Ammo Counter: It indicates the current Ammo 

level of a knight. Ammo is spent when attacking 
with many ranged weapons.

4. Fuel Dial: It indicates the current Fuel level of a 
knight. Fuel is spent when moving with a vehicle.

5. Player’s Color and Icon: The color of displays on 
a player board identifies game components belon-
ging to a given player (Ammo, Health and player 
markers), while the icon appears on player markers.

Knight Sheet
6. Illustration: It shows a character that a player be-

comes during the game.
7. Name and Vocation: They inform about a knight’s 

name and what he does in the Waste.
8. Skills:  Here you can find 6 skills each knight uses 

to survive. Numbers next to skill names indicate 
starting skill values i.e. how many dice are rolled 
in a given skill check.

9. Special Ability: This is a unique ability that defi-

nes a given knight. Some special abilities can only 
be used a limited number of times per round and 
must be marked after use.

10. Hands: Here you place weapons recognizable 
among gear cards by  icon. Weapons are used 
in combat.

11. Body: Here you place armor recognizable among 
gear cards by  icon. Armor is used in combat.

12. Pockets: Here you place useful equipment. Each 
knight has 3 pocket panels holding up to 3 gear 
cards that are not weapons, armor, or vehicle.

13. Backpack: Here you store any gear cards except 
vehicles that are not currently needed. The back-
pack can hold a limited number of gear cards (usu-
ally 3) that should be placed below a knight sheet. 
Cards are stored in the backpack face-down.

14. Starting Gear: This is a set of gear cards that have 
become a given knight’s best friends in the Waste. 
He can freely use them until he finds better gear 
cards and covers his starting gear with them.

15. Vehicle Card: Vehicles are used to travel around 
the board and to store gear cards. A number 
of cards that can be stored is limited by a vehi-
cle’s capacity  . Cards are stored in a vehicle 
face-down.
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Waste Knights is played in a series of Rounds divided 
into two Phases: the Preparations Phase and the Wa-
steland Phase, which are further subdivided into Steps. 
During the game, players mostly fulfill the roles of  
knights, but for a part of each round they also become 
the Waster – a kind of game master and evil spirit of 
the Waste, whose role is to manage wasteland cards 
(choose and resolve them, including combat), as well 
as decide about certain elements of the game and the 
currently played mission.

Below you can find a short description of a game 
round, while each phase and step is described in detail 
a little further. All steps should be resolved in the fol-
lowing order. If not mentioned otherwise, each round 
is played in the Round Order – all activities and ac-
tions are resolved starting from the First Player and 
then going clockwise around the table.

Preparations Phase
1. Waster Step:

a) Advance  Round Marker and Mark Task Cards 
b) Game Board Effects
c) Remove Long-term Effects
d) Mission Effects (optional)
e) Update Stalls (optional)
f) Pass First Player Marker and Waster Marker

2. Knights Step:
a) Unmark Cards and Sheets
b) Prepare Knights’ Gear Cards
c) Draw Luck Cards

Wasteland Phase
1. Move Step

a) Plan Route
b) Resolve Movement and Wasteland Cards

2. Exploration Step
a) Exploration Check (if required)
b) Hex Activities (in any order):
 Accept and/or Accomplish 1 Task 
 Perform 1 Exploration Action



Active Knight: The knight who is currently re-
solving his move in the Move Step or his exploration 
in the Exploration Step.

Attack Check: A Blades/Guns check (for 
knights) or an Aggression check (for the Waster) 
made during combat in order to defeat an opponent.

Available: When a gear card is available, a 
knight can use it for its effects. When a task card 
is available, a task described on a given card can be 
accepted and/or accomplished. Available cards are 
always face-up.

Damage: A symbolic value shown with  icon 
that is used when resolving attacks in order to deter-
mine  loss. Damage can only be dealt and soaked.

Discard: When a card is discarded, it should 
be placed on a discard pile next to its matching card 
deck. When a marker or token is discarded, it should 
be returned to its proper pool.

Escape Check: A check of a skill shown in the 
escape panel of a wasteland card that a knight must 
pass in order to ignore effects of a given wasteland 
card.

Exploration: A series of activities connected 
with a knight’s presence on a given hex and with us-
ing its abilities. Exploring a hex is not equivalent to 
performing an exploration action on this hex.

Exploration Action: An action performed by 
a knight on a special hex or on a city hex, chosen from 
the description of a given hex in the reference sheet. A 
knight can perform up to 1 exploration action during 
the Exploration Step.

Exploration Check: A check of a skill shown 
in the exploration panel of the description of a given 
hex in the reference sheet that a knight must pass in 
order to explore this hex.

Gain, Fully regain: A knight gains   and/
or  by increasing their levels on proper counters 
or dials. A knight fully regains  and/or  by 
increasing their levels so that proper counters or dials 
indicate 4  and/or 4 .

Heal, Fully Heal: A knight heals  by de-

creasing its level on his Radiation dial; a knight fully 
heals  by rotating his Radiation dial so that it 
points at 0 . A knight heals  by increasing its 
level on his Health counter; a knight fully heals  
by placing his Health markers on his Health counter 
so that they show 4 . 

Lose: An obligatory expenditure of resources in 
order to pay certain costs or penalties.

Mark: When a player marks an ability or a game 
component, he places on it a general marker taken 
from the common pool.

Passed, Failed: A skill check is passed if at 
least 1 success is rolled when making it. Otherwise, 
this check is failed. Consequences of a passed or a 
failed check depend on the check type.

Remove from the Game: If a game component 
is removed from the game, it should be discarded and 
returned to the box. It cannot be used again until the 
end of the game.

Resources: Valuable assets needed to survive 
in the Waste, represented by counters and dials on 
player boards. There are four resources in the game: 
Ammo , Fuel , Radiation  and Health 

.
Reveal: When a player reveals a game com-

ponent, he places it face-up so that it is visible to all 
players.

Reward: Gear cards, resources and/or  
gained by a knight after successfully facing a waste-
land card, accomplishing a task, fulfilling mission 
goals and/or defeating another knight in a duel.

Search Check: A challenging (7) Survival 
check made by the Active Knight when moving in 
order to find and interact with another knight.

Spend: A voluntary expenditure of resources in 
order to gain certain benefits or use certain effects.

Stored: Until a gear card is stored, a knight can-
not use it for its effects, except during the Rest Step. 
Stored cards should always be placed face-down.

Success, Critical success: A die result rolled 
during a skill check that is equal to or higher than the 
difficulty level of this check and causing this check to 
be passed. A critical success (also known as a Bull’s 

Eye  and counted on the ”0” dice result) is a spe-
cial success that not only causes a check to be passed, 
but may also bring other benefits ex. deal additional 
damage in combat.

Trade: An activity of exchanging owned gear 
cards and/or resources for other gear cards and/or re-
sources. Knights can trade with the Stalls (in cities) 
and with each other.

Unmark: When a player unmarks an ability or a 
game component, he takes all general markers from it 
and returns them to the common pool.

Golden Rules

If any rules or effects from game components 
(cards, sheets, the Mission Book etc.) contradict or 
change rules from this Rulebook, rules from this Ru-
lebook should be ignored.

If any rule or effects states that something ”can-
not” be done, it takes precedence over rules or effects 
stating that something ”can” be done.

Play hard, but fair – having fun is the most im-
portant goal of Waste Knights.

Costs and Rewards:

+X / / : A knight draws X gear cards from gear 
decks of proper colors.

-X / / : A knight chooses X gear cards he owns 
and discards them to a gear discard pile of the pro-
per color.

+/-X / : A knight increases or decreases the le-
vel of the proper resource by updating its counter 
or dial on his player board.

+/-X : A knight increases or decreases his by 
moving his Reputation marker X spaces to the ri-
ght or to the left of the Reputation and time track.



3. Rest Step
a) Trade Between Knights
b) Use Gear Cards
c) Quick Resupply
d) Regain Consciousness

Preparations Phase
During this phase, players resolve effects from the 

game board and prepare various game components 
for the round. Some activities are performed by the 
Waster, while some by all players.

Important: Skip this phase during the first round 
of the game.

1. Waster Step
a) Advance  Round Marker and Mark Task Cards 

The Waster advances the round marker to the 
next space of the Reputation and time track. If it is 
the final round of the game (as indicated in the de-
scription of the currently played mission), the Waster  
should remind all players about this fact.

Next, the Waster marks all available task cards 
(including private tasks accepted by knights). If there 
are 3 general markers on any task card, such task be-
comes outdated – it should be immediately discarded 
and a new task should be introduced into the game 
(see p. 17).
b) Game Board Effects

All players check hex icons from the hexes with 
their knight markers and resolve their effects in the 
following order:
 For each Radiation icon  (from a hex and any 

Radiation tokens) on a given hex, each knight on 
this hex suffers 1

 For each contamination icon  (from a hex and 
any contamination tokens) on a given hex, each 
knight on this hex loses 1

 If a knight is on a hex with  , he can choose 
one option: heal 1 / heal 1 / gain +1  / 
gain +1 

c) Remove Long-term Effects
The Waster discards from the board all tokens cor-

responding to wasteland cards and abilities used last 

round, ex. contamination tokens, threat tokens, move 
obstacles tokens etc. He returns them to the common 
pool.

If there is a special token (Nuked, Pills, Reboot) on 
the board, the Waster turns it from its light (brightly 
colored) side to its dark side. If such token was already 
placed on its dark side, it should be discarded from 
the board and returned to the common pool.
d) Mission Effects

The Waster introduces or removes from the game 
effects described in the mission special rules, ex. when 
playing the mission ”Cult of the Manifold”, during 
each even round the Waster would introduce into the 
game a new Cultist of the Manifold.

Important: This step is optional – it should 
be resolved only if required by the currently played 
mission.
e) Update Stalls

The Waster may discard up to 2 freely chosen gear 
cards from the Stalls to the proper gear discard piles. 
Then, he refills the Stalls.

Important: This step is optional – the Waster 
may choose not to update the Stalls.
f) Pass First Player Marker and Waster Marker

The First Player passes the First Player marker to 
the person sitting to his left.

The Waster passes the Waster marker to the per-
son sitting directly in front of the current First Player.

2. Knights Step
a) Unmark Cards and Sheets

Players discard general markers from all cards 
and sheets and return them to the common pool.

Important: Do not discard general markers 
from any task cards.
b) Prepare Knights’ Gear Cards

Each player may freely re-equip (change the con-
figuration of) his gear cards by moving them from 
his backpack and/or vehicle to his knight sheet, or 
vice-versa.

Important: From the moment this step is 
resolved until the beginning of the Rest Step, re-
-equipping can only be performed using the Defend 

combat card or certain special effects (of luck cards, 
abilities etc.).
c) Draw Luck Cards

Each player draws 1 luck card. Players can have up 
to 5 cards on their hands. If, at any point of the game, 
a player has more than 5 luck cards, he must choose 
and discard excess luck cards until he has only 5.

Wasteland Phase
This phase is the most important part of the 

game. During this phase, knights travel around the 
board facing wasteland cards, accomplish tasks and 
perform various actions on hexes. This phase is reso-
lved in the round order.

The player who is currently resolving a given step 
of the Wasteland Phase (moving in the Move Step and 
exploring in the Exploration Step) is called the Active 
Knight. The Active Knight has priority when playing 
cards, using abilities and effects.

 
1. Move Step

Starting from the First Player (who is also the first 
Active Knight during a round), all players consecu-
tively move on the board as described below. After 
the First Player ends his move, the next player in the 
round order becomes the next Active Knight. The 
Waster marker should be passed to the player sitting 
directly opposite the new Active Knight.

Discarding Cards and 
Managing Decks

Cards should be discarded beside their matching 
decks. Together, all discarded cards form a discard 
pile for a given card type. For example, discarded 
wasteland cards are placed on the wasteland discard 
pile next to the wasteland deck. Once a given deck 
type is depleted, shuffle its matching discard pile to 
form a new deck.

Important: Accomplished task cards should 
be removed from the game immediately after re-
solving – no task can be accomplished more than   
  once per game.



Important: After the last player ends his move, 
the Waster marker should be returned to the person 
sitting directly opposite the First Player. This per-
son acts as the Waster until the end of the Waster 
Step of the next round.

a) Plan Route
The Active Knight chooses, whether he moves on 

foot or using vehicle. Then, he takes route tokens from 
the route pool and places 1 route token on each hex, 
through which he wishes to move. He starts placing 
route tokens from the hex adjacent to the hex with his 
knight marker and ends placing them on the hex, where 
he wishes to end his move and explore. When planning 
the route, players should observe the following rules:
	The route cannot go through the same hex more 

than once nor through the hex, where the move-
ment starts.

	Hexes of the route must form an unbroken cha-
in of adjacent hexes (i.e. ”jumping” over hexes is 
forbidden).

	The planned route can be of any length.
	Once the route is planned, it cannot be changed.
	The hex, where the movement starts, is ignored 

– the route is counted from the first hex marked 
with a route token.

When planning the route, the Active Player es-
timates, how many Movement Points  he must 
expend to cover this route. The number of  ex-
pended to enter a given hex is shown on hexes as the 
Route Difficulty.  are gained by spending Fuel  

 (see p. 28) and their amount depends on the Ac-
tive Knight’s Vehicle Speed. The vehicle speed deter-
mines, how many  a given vehicle provides for 
each  level spent. The Active Knight can spend 
any amount of    he currently owns.

As the moving Active Knight progresses, he keeps  
expending  each time he enters successive hexes. 
Any excess  gained while moving are lost after 
the move ends.

Planning the route is also important to determi-
ne, how dangerous the route is. For each Threat Icon 

 from hexes of the route the Waster draws 1 ad-
ditional wasteland card. This way, the Waster is able 
to play much harder challenges on the Active Knight.

b) Resolve Movement and Wasteland Cards
The Move Step is the most dynamic part of the 

game, demanding a lot of attention from the Acti-
ve Knight and his Waster. The move is resolved as 
follows:
	The Active Knight may play any number of luck 

cards (see p. 20) played ”Before moving” in order to 
modify his move. It is good to leave them on the table 
so that all players are reminded of their effects and 
to discard them after the Active Player’s move ends.

Next, the Active Player moves his character 
marker through consecutive hexes of the route 
he planned. He simultaneously counts the ex-
penditure of  corresponding to the route 
difficulty and spends   necessary to cover a 
given part of the route (he should also remem-
ber to update his Fuel dial). While moving, the 
Active Knight should consider all effects influ-
encing the number of  , such as luck cards 
played before moving (ex. All Night on the Road), 
his knight’s special abilities (ex. Mel Gearson), 
gear cards owned (ex. Road Map), or effects from 
the game board (ex. movement obstacles tokens 

 placed after resolving the Tornado waste-
land card).
Important: The Active Knight cannot con-

tinue his move if he does not have enough  to 
enter the next hex of his route. 
	When the Active Knight starts his move by ente-

ring the first hex of his route, the Waster draws and 
reveals the top card from the wasteland deck  plus 

1 additional card for each   from the first hex. 
As the Active Knight enters  next hexes of his ro-
ute, the Waster keeps drawing and revealing new 
wasteland cards for each  from those hexes.

At any moment of the Active Player’s move
(after he enters a new hex), the Waster may choose 
to play 1 revealed wasteland card. If he does, the 
Active Knight suspends his move until this waste-
land card is resolved.  The Waster reads the card 
text aloud and the Active Knight must deal with 
the challenge it represents. The card is resolved on 
the hex, where the Active Knight’s marker cur-
rently is. After playing the card, the Waster dis-
cards all other revealed wasteland cards.

If the wasteland card played does not stop 
the Active Knight, he ends his move according 
to the route he planned.

Moving on Foot
Usually, knights move using their vehicles as they 

enable them to quickly cover long routes. However, 
knights may also move on foot to save Fuel or when 
their vehicles are wrecked. Moving on foot is resolved 
in a similar way to moving using vehicle, with the 
following exceptions:

	The Active Knight always moves 1 hex to an adja-
cent hex.

	The Active Knight spends no   and expends no
 to move.

	The Active Knight ignores all    from hexes, 
through which he moves.

	The Waster always reveals and plays 1 wasteland 
card on the Active Knight moving on foot.

	Certain effects do not affect the Active Knight 
moving on foot (ex. the Rough Terrain wasteland 
card.

	The Active Knight moving on foot does not leave 
his vehicle – it is assumed that he is driving econo-
mically, looking for gasoline in tanks of car wrecks 
beside the road or taking advantage of favorable 
landscape to slowly cover a short route.

Route Difficulty            Vehicle Speed



Because of the way of movement resolution, you 
should remember about certain rules:
 If any  appear on a given hex of the route, 

the Active Knight should give his Waster a chance 
to read any revealed wasteland cards so that he 
can  decide, which card to play, before the Active 
Knight continues his move.

 The Waster always plays exactly 1 wasteland card, 
no matter how many cards he revealed.

 The Waster is not obliged to draw and reveal all wa-
steland cards available on the route – he can choose to 
play a card at any point of the Active Knight’s move.

 After the Waster plays 1 wasteland card, all re-
maining  from the Active Knight’s route 
should be ignored – the Waster no longer draws 
or plays any wasteland cards.

Important: The Waster must always play 1 
wasteland card on the Active Knight and he must 
do this before the movement ends. The last chance 
to play a card is the last hex of the route planned by 
the Active Knight.

Important: Only  affect the movement.  
 and   from hexes of the route should be 

ignored.

At some point the movement ends. This can hap-
pen because of the following reasons:
 The Active Knight reaches the last hex of his route.
 The Active Knight stops after resolving effects of 

a wasteland card or some other game effects.
 The Active Knight decides to stop before reaching  

the last hex of his route.
 The Active Knight has no more  to expend and 

cannot continue his move.

Once the First Player (and the current Active 
Knight) resolves 1 wasteland card and ends his move, 
the next person in the round order becomes the Ac-
tive Knight. The Waster marker should be passed to 
the player sitting directly opposite the new Active 
Knight – players can continue the Move Step.

Important: When moving using a vehicle, the 

Active Knight must spend at least 1  no matter 
the route difficulty, possessed abilities, or card 
effects.

Important: When the Active Player starts his 
move with at least 1 , he can move to any hex 
adjacent to the hex where he started moving, even 
if effects of a wasteland card played by the Waster 
force the Active Knight to lose all  . 

Important: The Active Knight may stop before 
reaching the last hex of his route. If he does, he must 
give the Waster a chance to play a wasteland card.

Important: Moving is not obligatory. If the 
Active Knight chooses not to move, the Waster 
does not draw or play any wasteland cards and the 
next person in the round order becomes the Active 
Knight.

Resolving Wasteland Cards
Wasteland cards are divided into two groups – 

Events with the event icon and Enemies recog-
nized by the combat panel. No matter the card type, 
the Active Knight decides whether he wishes to Es-
cape or to Face the challenge represented by the card. 
Card effects and consequences of the Active Knight’s 
decision are described below.

Event Cards
Event cards represent aberrant weather phenome-

na, exceptional places and strangers, who can help or 
hinder knights in their travel.

Any game text on an event card that uses the word 
”you” or refers directly to the reading player refers to 
the Active Knight and informs what he must do to 
resolve a given event. Other activities pertaining to 
events (ex. placing tokens on the board) are perfor-
med by the Waster.

 Escape the Event: The Active Knight makes an 
Escape Check. 
 If the escape check is passed, the event card 

is immediately discarded without effect. The 
Active Knight gains no rewards.
 If the escape check is failed, resolve the game 

text of the event card and discard it. The Active 
Knight gains no rewards.

 Face the Event: Resolve the game text of the event 
card and discard the card. The Active Knight 
gains all rewards shown in the rewards space of 
the card.
Important: Many events have only detri-

mental effects and bring no reward (ex. Radiation 
Storm). In such case, it is better to escape than to 
face a given event.

Event Enemy

Wasteland Card Overview

1. Card Title: The name of the card.
2. Card Traits: Icons that inform what kind of chal-

lenge a given card represents. Some rules and ef-
fects refer to specific card traits.

3. Game Text: Effects and abilities of the card.
4. Escape Panel: It indicates the skill used during the 

escape check and the difficulty level of this check.
5. Rewards Space: What the Active Knight gains after 

he successfully faces a given challenge.
6. Combat Panel (only enemy cards): It displays 

combat icons that inform about combat capabili-
ties of a given enemy. 

Event Card Enemy Card

1

2

3

4 5

6

1

2

3

4 5



Example. The Waster plays the Acid Rain waste-
land card on Heat Leisure, who is currently resolv-
ing his move. Heat chooses to escape, but his escape 
check is failed. It means that Heat immediately stops 
on the hex where the event is being resolved and 
loses 1 . This way his move also ends. Next, the 
Waster places contamination tokens on the proper 
hexes. Finally, the Acid Rain card is discarded.

Example. The Waster plays the Car Wreck waste-
land card on Kate Blanksheet, who is currently resolving 
her move. Kate chooses to face this card. It means that she 
immediately stops on the hex where the event is being re-
solved and loses 1 . This way her move also ends and 
she will skip the Exploration Step this round. On the 
other hand, she gains all rewards shown on the card: 1 

 and 3 . Finally, the Waster discards Car Wreck.

Enemy Cards
Enemy cards represent dangerous inhabitants of 

post-apocalyptic Australia – gangs, horrific beasts, 
mutants, or crazed machines – that try to kill knights.

Any game text on an enemy card that uses the 
word ”you” or refers directly to the reading player 
refers to the Active Knight and is in effect until this  
knight resolves a given enemy card.

Any game text on an enemy card that mentions  
”This enemy” refers to the enemy card being cur-
rently resolved. It informs about effects and special 
abilities that this enemy (i.e. the Waster) can use.
 Escape the Enemy: The Active Knight makes an 

escape check. 
 If the escape check is passed, the enemy card 

is immediately discarded without effect. The 
Active Knight gains no rewards.
 If the escape check is failed, the Active Knight 

loses 1 . If the rewards space of this enemy 
shows  and/or , the Active Knight ad-
ditionally loses 1 . Then, the enemy card is 
discarded without resolving combat. The Active 
Knight gains no rewards and can immediately 
resume his move.

Important: If game text of an enemy 
card does not clearly refer to an escape check (ex. see 

dered passed and additional successes do not matter. 
If the number of successes rolled is important, it is 
clearly mentioned in game text of a given component 
(ex. a Hungry Locusts wasteland card).

Sometimes it is beneficial to roll a Critical Success 
– a so-called Bull’s Eye  counted on ”0” dice results. 
Besides the fact that rolling a ”10” means passing any 
check no matter its difficulty level, additional benefits 
may be connected with getting such result.

A check dice pool cannot be less than 1 die, no 
matter the negative modifiers suffered during the 
check. There is no upper limit to a check dice pool. If 
6 dice included in the box are not enough to make a 
check, you should roll all 6 dice, remember or record 
any rolled successes and  and then reroll any mis-
sing dice to determine the final check result.

Example. Naomi Vatt is making an explo-
ration check to access Old Refinery [7]. Her Su-
rvival skill is 2 and she owns a gear card Prep-
per’s Kit that provides 1 additional die in all 
Survival checks. Unfortunately, Naomi has only 1 , 
so she rolls 2 less dice in all checks. Finally, her check 
dice pool is only 1 die (2 +  – ). Naomi 
rolls 1 die and gets an ”8” – it is more than the diffi-
culty level of the exploration check (7), so she has 1 
success, the check is passed and Naomi can explore Old 
Refinery.

Important: The Waster makes only attack 
checks in combat. They are based on Aggression of 
the enemy currently played by the Waster (see p. 24).

Making Checks

the Shelobie wasteland card), it should be comple-
tely ignored. It is used only in case of combat with 
a given enemy.
 Face the Enemy: The Active Knight and a given 

enemy from a wasteland card start combat. The 
Waster acts as this enemy. If the Active Knight 
defeats this enemy in combat, he gains all rewards 
shown on this enemy’s card. See p. 20 for combat 
rules.

Example. The Waster plays an InHR wasteland 
card on moving Russel Crown. The knight chooses to 
face this enemy. It means that he must resolve com-
bat with this enemy and because of its special ability, 
Russel’s combat checks will suffer  during 
this combat, i.e. the knight will roll 2 less dice when 
attacking. If he defeats InHR, he will gain 1  
and 1 yellow gear card . After combat, the Gladia-
tor will be able to resume his  move unless unconscious. 

In Waste Knights, players make lots of various 
checks. No matter the type of check, all of them are 
resolved in a very similar way. Each check is based on 
one of six skills described on knight sheets. A Checked 
Skill is indicated in a description of a given check. 
Next to a skill name you can find a Difficulty Level of 
a check written as a number in brackets, ex. Talk (7). 
Additionally, any background of a game component, 
where a check is described, is highlighted with a color 
matching the check’s difficulty level. There are three 
difficulty levels in the game:

•	Easy Check (5) marked in green
•	Challenging Check (7) marked in yellow
•	Hard Check (9) marked in red

In order to make a check, a player collects the ba-
sic number of dice shown on his knight sheet next to 
the checked skill, gains (adds) dice for positive modi-
fiers (ex. for certain gear cards) and suffers (subtracts) 
dice for negative modifiers (ex. for lost ):

Check Dice Pool = Skill +  – 

Then, he rolls the dice and verifies if any dice re-
sults are equal to or higher than the difficulty level 
of the check. Each such result is counted as 1 Suc-
cess. If the player rolls at least 1 success, the check is 
Passed. Otherwise, the check is Failed.

Checks usually need only 1 success to be consi-



1. Mel Gearson (the Active Knight) moving with Heavy-duty is planning his route – he is as-
sessing all the required  and  to spend in order to cover this route. Normally, when 
using Heavy-duty, a knight needs to spend 1 to gain 2 , but Mel’s special ability 
increases   gained from 2 to 3. The knight must spend only 1 for the whole route.

3. The Waster plays 1 wasteland card (Wounded Stranger) and discards all the remaining re-
vealed cards. Mel suspends his move for a moment to resolve the card.

2. Mel spends 1 and starts moving, while his Waster draws and reveals wasteland cards 
from consecutive hexes of Mel’s route – 1 basic card and 1 more for each desert hex with .

4. Mel resolves the event card. He chooses to escape, not to face it, so he makes the required 
escape check – a Hard (9) Medicine check. He passes the check and escapes. The Waster discards 
the card. Then, Mel resumes his move and ends it on Gangraen [1] – the last hex of his route.

Illustrated Movement Example



removes its card from the game (returns it to the 
box).

 The Waster draws 2 cards from the proper task 
deck (common or private, depending on the ac-
complished task), chooses 1 of them and intro-
duces it into the game. He places the other card 
at the bottom of the task deck.

Introducing a task into the game means reading 
aloud its story text and game text, placing its card on 
the proper space of the task frame (the one emptied as 
a result of accomplishing the previous task) and plac-
ing task tokens on hexes connected with this task’s 
requirements.

No matter the outcome of this combat, the Waster will 
discard the InHR card.

Example. The Waster plays the Furball wasteland 
card on moving Geoffrey Goldrush. Geoffrey chooses 
to escape, but he fails his escape check. It means that 
Geoffrey immediately loses 2  (as the rewards space 
of this enemy shows ). However, no combat is re-
solved, the Waster discards Furball without further 
effects and the knight can resume his move.

2. Exploration Step
Starting from the First Player, all players in the 

round order explore hexes with their knight markers. 
Similarly to the Move Step before, the player currently 
performing activities connected with the hex explora-
tion becomes the Active Knight.

Important: Do not pass the Waster marker in 
the Exploration Step. The person directly opposite 
the First Player acts as the Waster until the end of 
the Preparations Phase next round.

Playing the Waster
Because players alternate acting as knights and 

the Waster – an entity with great influence on the 
gameplay – it is crucial to learn a few rules of post-
apocalyptic etiquette:
 Waster is Mean: Do not try to be nice to other play-

ers just because they were nice to you. They were 
nice to your knight, after all…

 Waster is Harsh: Do not hesitate to defeat knights 
in combat and win missions. The Waste is a sand-
box, but not like the one for children...

 Waster is Just: Observe all rules and wisely arbi-
trate unclear or contentious situations, even when 
it is disadvantageous for your knight.

Remember! Play in a challenging way and im-
merse yourselves in dangerous adventures of Waste 
Knights! Teach each other that common sense and  
 careful planning will save you from (most) trouble.

a) Exploration Check
Some special hexes force the Active Knight to 

make an Exploration Check. These hexes can be rec-
ognized by exploration panels under their illustra-
tions in the reference sheet. If the exploration check is 
passed, the Active Knight can freely explore his hex. 
Otherwise, the Active Knight cannot perform the fol-
lowing activities on this hex:
 Accept or accomplish any tasks
 Perform any exploration actions

No matter the check result, the Active Knight 
places his player marker on this hex. As long as he 
stays on this hex (resigns from moving), he will be 
able to explore this hex without the need to make its 
exploration check. When the knight leaves this hex, 
he removes his player marker from it.

b) Hex Activities
The Active Knight can perform the following ac-

tivities in any order:
 Accept 1 task
 Accomplish 1 task
 Choose and perform 1 exploration action available 

on a given hex

Task Activities
Task cards represent encounters between knights 

and different inhabitants of the Waste, who send them 
to far reaches of Australia on quests or who need their 
help. In return, knights can expect valuable rewards, 
such as unique gear cards and .

There are two groups of tasks in the game: Com-
mon Tasks and Private Tasks. All tasks are governed 
by rules described below. Detailed rules concerning 
common and private tasks can be found a little 
further.

When a knight accomplishes a task (i.e. fulfills 
all requirements of a given task), the following acti-
vities should be performed:
 The knight who accomplished the task gains re-

wards shown in the rewards space(s) of the task.
 The Waster resolves effects of the accomplished 

task (ex. places a special token on the board) and 

Task Card Overview

1. Title: The name of the card.
2. Story Text: An introduction to the circumstances 

of accepting a task and its goals.
3. Game Text: Requirements that must be fulfilled to 

accomplish a given task.
4. Rewards Space(s): What a knight gains after he 

accomplishes a given task. A card title indicate that 
the knight needs to search the blue gear deck for 
the card mentioned here.

5.  Icon (only private tasks): It marks requirements 
that must be fulfilled in the order shown to accom-
plish a given private task.

6.  Icon (only common tasks): It helps distin-
guish common tasks from private tasks.

Common Task Card Private Task Card
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Tasks are available for a limited period of time. 
At the beginning of the Waster Step, in the Prepara-
tions Phase of each round, the Waster places 1 general 
marker on each available task card (i.e. marks these 
cards). If there are 3 general markers on any task card, 
such task becomes outdated and is immediately dis-
carded. The Waster introduces a new task in its place 
according to the rules described above.

Important: Do not discard general markers 
from any task cards.

Important: Outdated task cards are discar-
ded to the task discard pile – not removed from the 
game like accomplished tasks. 

Common Tasks
Common tasks can be recognized by  icon 

in the lower-right corner of their cards and by the 
opening game text sentence: ”This task will be ac-
complished by the first knight...”. They are placed 
on the leftmost, purple space of the task frame. There 
is always only 1 common task available at any point 
of the game. Knights do not need to accept common 
tasks – they simply accomplish them or not.

Any knight can accomplish a common task. He 
does this immediately after he fulfills all requirements 
described on its card. If two knights would be able 
to accomplish the same common task simultane-
ously, the Active Knight (or the knight sitting closer 
to the Active Knight in the round order) has prior-
ity. Knights can accomplish any number of common 
tasks per round.

Example.The Speed Record common task card 
is available in the game. It requires a knight to expend at 
least 15  and move through at least 6 different hexes 
during one Move Step. Mel Gearson using a Strider ve-
hicle card and a Road Map gear card plans his route to 
Gangraen [1] through 8 adjacent hexes. He must expend 
16 . The Strider’s speed is 4, Mel’s special ability pro-
vides him with 1 additional   for each 1  spent, 
Road Map increases the sum of  by 1, so the knight 
can cover his route for 3 . Mel escapes Radiation 
Storm on the way and ends his move on Gangraen. 
He is the first knight to fulfill the task’s requirements, 

so he gains the blue gear card Muscle Car (he finds it 
in the blue gear deck) and 2 . Mel’s Waster re-
moves Speed Record from the game (the task is ac-
complished), draws 2 cards from the common task deck 
and introduces into the game Nice Trophy! – he reads 
the card aloud and places it on the purple space of the 
task frame. The other task card drawn is placed at the 
bottom of the common task deck.

Private Tasks
Private tasks can be recognized by bullet points 

() appearing in their game text. They are placed on 
the central and the rightmost space of the task fra-
me (featuring screw heads with ). The number of 
private tasks depends on the number of players – 1 
cards in a 3-player game and 2 cards in a 4-player 
game. Private tasks in 2-player games are governed 
by different rules (see p. 33).

In order to resolve a private task, a knight must 
first accept this task. A task can be accepted by the 
Active Knight during the Exploration Step if this 
knight explores a hex mentioned in the first require-
ment of any available private task and manages to 
perform all necessary activities (ex. he passes a skill 
check or discards a certain card). Once the Active 
Knight fulfills the first requirement, he takes the task 
card and places it in his player area. From now on, 
this task card becomes available only to him – other 
knights cannot accept nor accomplish a private task 
placed in any rival’s player area. 

The Active Knight can attempt to accept up to 1 
private task during the Exploration Step. If he is not 
successful (ex. if he fails the required skill check), he 
can try to accept a given task again, but in the next 
Exploration Step. 

A knight can have up to 1 private task in his 
player area and cannot accept more private tasks 
until he accomplishes his task or his task becomes 
outdated.

A knight accomplishes a private task when he 
fulfills the second requirement of this task. During 
one Exploration Step, a given knight can accomplish 
up to 1 private task.

Important: Accepting a private task by a 
knight does not trigger the introduction of a new 
private task into the game. 

Important: After a knight is defeated in a 
duel, the winning knight can steal a private task 
card from the defeated knight (see p. 30). If this hap-
pens, 1 general marker should be discarded from 
the stolen task.

Example. The Burn, Baby, Burn! task card is 
available in the game. It is placed on the green space of 
the task frame. Hugh Jackal is the Active Knight and 
wishes to accomplish this task. Hugh moves to Old 
Refinery [9] marked with the green ”1” task token. 
During the Exploration Step, he passes the exploration 
check for his hex – a Challenging (7) Survival check 
– and then explores his hex. After performing the spe-
cial action of Old Refinery (Hugh gains +4 ), he 
attempts to accept Burn, Baby, Burn! by fulfilling the 
first requirement. In order to do this, he must pass a 

Task Tokens

Task tokens come in colors matching spaces on 
the task frame, where task cards are placed during 
the game. They facilitate finding board hexes key to 
accomplishing available tasks. They are particularly 
useful when resolving private tasks.

When a new task card is introduced into game, 
 the Waster places on the board the task tokens in the 
color matching the task space, where he placed the 
task card being introduced. He places the ”1” token on 
the hex mentioned in the first task requirement and 
the ”2” token on the hex mentioned in the second task 
requirement. When the first requirement is fulfilled, 
the ”1” token should be returned to the task frame. 
After the task is accomplished or becomes outdated, 
the ”2” token should also be returned to the task 
frame. Using task tokens is optional.



Challenging (7) Repair check. He manages to do this, so 
he takes the task card from the task frame and places it 
in his player area. Then, he removes the green ”1” task 
token from his hex and returns it to the green space 
of the task frame. From now on, only Hugh can fulfill 
the second requirement of the task – exploring Rusty’s 
Garden [12] marked with the green ”2” task token. On 
the other hand, another knight may defeat Hugh in a 
duel and choose to steal Burn, Baby, Burn! from him. 
Although Hugh took the task card from the task frame 
when he accepted it, the number of available task cards 
did not change – the Waster does not introduce a new 
task into the game. He will do this after someone accom-
plishes Burn, Baby, Burn! or the task becomes outdated.

Performing Exploration Action
The Active Knight can perform 1 Exploration 

Action available on the hex with his knight marker. 
All available exploration actions for each hex are de-
scribed in detail in the reference sheet and on the back 
cover of this Rulebook. 

Important: The Active Knight can choose and 
perform only 1 exploration action, no matter how 
many are available on a given hex.

There are three types of exploration actions:
 Special Action S : It is available on all special 

hexes and some  hexes. Its description con-
tains effects of a given action.

 Trade Action with the Stalls : It is avail-
able only in . It allows a knight to exchange 
any of his gear cards to any available gear cards 
placed on two Stalls frames. More about trading, 
see p. 32.

 Resupply Action: If a knight discards a certain 
number of gear cards, he can regain resources.

      Performing this action means that the Active 
Knight fully heals  and .

    Performing this action means that the Active 
Knight fully regains  and . Additionally, 
his vehicle is repaired (if it has any ).

Some exploration actions force a knight to pay 
a certain cost (ex. the resupply action in Gangraen 
[1] forces a knight to discard 1 green gear card). If  
he cannot pay this cost, he cannot perform a given 
exploration action.

3. Rest Step
During this step, all players can perform activities  

simultaneously. Resolve this step as follows:

a) Trade Between Knights
Knights on the same hex can trade with each 

other. They can trade gear cards,  and/or . 
After they trade any resources, they should imme-
diately update the proper counters and dials.

When knights trade among themselves, they do  
not need to pay attention to values of their gear cards 
– they are free to exchange cards however they like. 
More about trading between knights, see p. 34.

Important: Knights trading during the Rest 
Step never risk starting a duel and they do not have 
to make search checks to interact (see p. 28).

Tasks and Enemy Cards

Some tasks require knights to defeat a specific 
enemy from wasteland cards. Such tasks contain the 
following expression: ”Wasters / Your Waster must 
play [icon] enemy cards, if able”. These tasks limit 
the Waster to playing wasteland cards that meet con-
ditions described on a given task card (ex. Robo-killer 
forces the Waster to play enemy cards with  icon.

If, during the Active Player’s move, the Waster 
does not reveal any enemy card that matches the 
task’s conditions, but he still has opportunity to draw 
and reveal more wasteland cards thanks to  on 
the Active Knight’s route, he must keep drawing and 
revealing cards. In other words, the Waster cannot 
play any wasteland card unless he makes sure that he 
will not draw a card meeting the task’s conditions. If 
more than one revealed wasteland card enables the 
Waster to meet the task’s conditions, he can choose, 
which card to play.

1. Name: The name of the location.
2. Illustration: It shows a given location and corre-

sponds to the illustration from the hex tile.
3. Hex Number: It is a reference to the hex tile.
4. Special Action: Its description contains an action’s 

effects. One hex can offer many special actions.
5. Resupply Action: It indicates the cost to regain 

resources on a given hex.
6. Trade Action with the Stalls (only ): It in-

forms  about special circumstances of trading.
7. Exploration Panel (only some special hexes): It 

informs about conditions of the exploration check 
– any checked skills and check difficulty levels.

Hex Description Overview

Special Hex DescriptionCity Hex Description
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b) Use Gear Cards
Each knight can use any and all gear cards he 

owns – it does not matter whether these cards are 
available (placed on his knight sheet) or stored in his 
backpack and/or vehicle. If a knight uses a stored gear 
card, he must reveal it for a moment. 

Important:During the Rest Step, gear card 
limits are still in effect. I.e. even if a knight owned 
2 copies of the First-aid Kit gear card, he could still 
use only one of them (see p. 30).

c) Quick Resupply
Each knight can discard up to 1 luck card from 

his hand, ignoring its game text effects. Instead, he 
utilizes the resource icon found on the discarded 



card. If the knight discards a luck card with  or 
 icon, he immediately gains +1  or +1 , 

respectively. If he discards a luck card with  
or  icon, he heals 1  or 1 , respectively.

Important: Future game  expansions will inc-
lude luck cards with  icon. Discarding such card 
will result in a knight gaining +1 .

d) Regain Consciousness
All knights who lost consciousness (i.e. were 

K.O.’d) during the round, now regain consciousness. 
Their knight markers should be returned to vertical 
positions and placed on  nearest to their hexes. 
Then, these knights update their resource counters 
and/or dials on player boards. More about condi-
tions, losing and regaining consciousness, see p. 30.

After all players resolve their activities in the 
Rest Step, the current round ends. If this was not 
the last round of the game, players should proceed 
to the Preparations Phase of the next round.

If this was the last round of the game (accord-
ing  to the time limit or end conditions of the cur-
rent mission), check the winner of the mission as 
described in the mission sheet. 

Each game of Waste Knights is based on one mis-
sion sheet. This sheet contains entries informing how 

long a given mission lasts, if any special rules are used 
and what are its goals and victory conditions.

The winner of the game is the knight, who mana-
ges to fulfill mission goals until the end of the game. 
In many missions ties are broken using   and gear 
card value of cards owned by knights.

Additionally, some missions may end in victory 
or defeat of all knights.

Combat is one of the most important elements 
of Waste Knights – it enables players to face deadly 
creatures prowling ruined Australia to gain valuable 
trophies and renown among human survivors terror-
ized by gangs, mutated beasts and mad machines. It is 
also a way to overcome other knights in the race for 

the ultimate prize – fulfilling the mission.
Combat occurs when the Active Knight chooses 

to face an enemy from a wasteland card (usually 
played by the Waster) or when he decides to duel 
another knight. In both cases combat is resolved 
in a very similar way. Below you can find rules for 
resolving combat against an enemy. Differences con-
nected with dueling other knights can be found on 
p. 28.

Each combat is divided into three phases. The 
most important phase is the Clashes Phase comprised 
of three Clashes. There are always two participants 
(or combatants) of combat: the Active Knight (usu-
ally resolving his move) and an enemy played by the 
Waster. During each clash, both combatants play 
combat cards, manipulate range, use special abilities 
and card effects to defeat the opponent.

Rival, Enemy, Opponent 
and Combatant

A knight’s Rival is any other knight playing the 
game.

An Enemy is a creature from a wasteland card 
recognizable by the combat panel.

A knight’s Opponent is the enemy from a waste-
land card played by the Waster, with whom this kni-
ght is currently fighting. An enemy’s Opponent is the 
knight, with whom this enemy is currently fighting.

A Combatant is any participant of combat.

Luck cards represent fortunate coincidences and 
exceptional feats of skill and courage done by knights, 
who risk everything to succeed. Each knight starts the 
game with 3 luck cards and draws 1 card per round. 
The number of luck cards on any player’s hand cannot 
exceed 5 luck cards.

1. Title: The name of the card.
2. Timing: When to play the card.
3. Game Text: It informs about effects of a given card.
4. Resource Icon: It informs, which resource is gained 

or healed when the card is discarded during the 
Rest Step.

5. Card Rank: Similarly to normal playing cards, luck 
cards have ranks. Luck card ranks will be used in 
future game expansions.

Luck cards can be played in two ways:
 For Game Text Effects: This is the basic method of 

playing luck cards. A knight waits for the proper 
circumstances as described in the timing (ex. for 
a skill check), plays a card and uses its effects.

 For Resources: During the Rest Step, any knight 
may discard up to 1 luck card from his hand to 
gain or heal 1 resource shown on the discarded 
card (see p. 28). Afterwards, this knight updates 
the proper counter or dial on his player board.

Important: Effects of discarding luck cards 
for resources cannot be ignored or negated.

Each knight may play any number of luck cards 
during one round. After a knight plays a card, he must 
wait a moment to give other knights a chance to re-
spond with their luck cards. If no one responds, this 
knight can resolve effects of the luck card he played.

Luck Card Overview
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Combat ends when any combatant is defeated or 
at the end of the third clash. In the latter case, the 
winner is determined by checking, who has Domi-
nance in combat (see p. 23).

At the beginning of combat, each combatant takes
from the combat frame into his hand one combat deck 
(blue or red). Next, the Waster checks whether the 
range marker is placed on the Medium Range range 
card and whether the dominance marker is placed on 
the ”0” space of the dominance track – if not, he places 
both markers, where they belong.

The general combat sequence is described below. 
Each combat should be resolved according to this se-
quence. The detailed description of all combat phases 
can be found a little further in this section.

Combat Sequence

1. Combat Start Phase:
a) Use ”Before Combat” Effects
b) Set Starting Range

2. Clashes Phase:
a) Choose Combat Cards
b) Resolve Combat Cards by Initiative
c) Determine Dominance
d) Set Range and End Clash

3. Combat End Phase:
a) Determine Winner
b) Rewards and ”After Combat” Effects

Only two players can participate in combat: the
one playing the Active Knight and the one playing his 
Waster. All effects that affect combat (from luck cards, 
special abilities etc.) can only originate from combat-
ants’ game components and only they can use them.

card backs and arrows on card fronts (blue and red).
During each clash, each combatant can choose and 

play exactly 1 combat card, if he meets the conditions  
to play it. Combat cards can be reused and return to 
the combatant’s hand at the end of the current clash.

Combat cards are played face-down – combat-
ants place them in front of themselves. When both 
are ready, they simultaneously reveal their cards and 
proceed to resolving them according to the initiative.

b) Resolve Combat Cards by Initiative
The game text of each combat card informs, how 

to use a given card. The order of card resolution is 
based on Initiative determined according to the cur-
rent range card and range icons chosen by combatants 
(see p. 25).

If a chosen combat card contains the expression 
”Ignore initiative”, effects of such card affect the 
game from the moment this card was revealed until 

Important: In combat, the player acting as the 
Waster can only use effects from the card of the ene-
my participating in this combat. He cannot use his 
luck cards nor effects from game components owned 
by his knight.

Combat Start Phase
During this phase, combatants prepare for the 

coming combat.

a) Use ”Before Combat” Effects
Starting from the Active Knight, both combat-

ants can use any number of effects containing the 
expression ”Before combat”. Combatants alternate 
using one effect at a time until both pass. The Active 
Knight’s effects can originate from luck cards (ex. 
Deadly Quick) and other game components he has 
(ex. the gear card Mini-bomber). The Waster’s effects 
can only originate from the enemy card he is using.

b) Set Starting Range
If no ”before combat” effect changed the starting 

range, combat starts at medium range. It is indicated 
by the range marker placed on the Medium Range 
card.

If the starting range was changed, the range 
marker should be placed on the proper range card.

Important: Some game effects (ex. David May-
hem’s special ability or the Furball wasteland card) 
enable a player to change the starting range. If both 
players use such effects, the starting range is not 
changed.

Clashes Phase
This phase is the most important part of combat. 

It is comprised of 3 consecutive clashes resolved as 
described below.

a) Choose Combat Cards
Combat cards represent maneuvers made by 

combatants to defeat opponents. Each combatant 
has one combat deck. Each deck is a set of 5 different 
cards. The decks are identical except for the color of 

Range Marker Dominance Marker (front and back)

Combat Card Overview

1. Title: The name of the card.
2. Dominance Change: Losses and gains of domi-

nance are determined at the end of each clash using 
the dominance track and marker.

3. Special Rules of Playing: Limitations or conditions 
that must be met when playing a given card.

4. Game Text: It informs how to use a given card and 
what are its effects.

Combat Cards
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Below you can find detailed descriptions of all 
combat cards. Attack resolution is described in the 
”Attack Sequence” section on p. 25.

Defend
If the Active Knight 

plays this card, his oppo-
nent gains 2 dominance, 
but his attack checks suf-
fer  during this 
clash. Additionally, the 
knight can immediately 
look at all his gear cards – 
including these stored in 
his backpack and/or vehicle – and freely change their 
configuration on his knight sheet. When the knight 
is ready, he informs his opponent about this and only 
then that opponent can attack.

If the Waster playes this card, his opponent gains 
2 dominance, but his attack checks suffer  
during this clash. The Waster ignores all other effects 
of this combat card.

Prepare 
If a combatant plays 

this card, during this 
clash he does not per-
form any activities. He 
leaves this card face-up 
in front of himself to re-
member about its effects. 
If, during the next clash, 
this combatant plays the 
Attack combat card, he will be able to use all benefits 
of Prepare:
 His next attack check will gain 
 His chances for  will double – critical suc-

cesses will be counted on ”9” and ”10” dice results

Otherwise, Prepare will be returned to this com-
batant’s hand without resolving its effects.

Combatants are to obliged to play Attack after 
playing Prepare – this card could be used as a ruse.

Range Card Overview

 

1. Range Name.
2. Attack Check Conditions: They inform, which 

skill (Guns or Blades) must be used by both com-
batants when making attack checks at this range 
and what is the difficulty level of all attack checks. 
Enemies always use Aggression instead of skills.

3. Initiative: It indicates the order, in which comba-
tants make their attacks, depending on range icons 
chosen when attacking. Attacks are resolved star-
ting from the leftmost range icon on the card and 
following arrows to the right.

4. Attack Modifiers: They appear under certain range 
icons and modify all attacks based on a given range 
icon. 

Range Card
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Range
Range Cards determine the current distance 

between combatants and circumstances of combat. 
There are three possible ranges in the game: short, 
medium and long. The current range is indicated by 
the range marker placed on one of range cards. The 
same range card affects both combatants.

Range Icons displayed on combat panels of en-
emies from wasteland cards and knights’ gear cards 
represent various methods of fighting used by com-
batants. They indicate the possibility of making an 
attack and its efficiency depending on the current 
range. These icons fall into two groups – three of 
them symbolize Ranged Weapons capable of shoot-
ing or throwing deadly projectiles towards oppo-
nents and one of them symbolizes Melee Weapons 
capable of causing harm in close combat. Knights 
making ranged attacks use the Guns skill, while me-
lee attacks utilize the Blades skill. Enemies make 
all attack checks using their Aggression (see p. 25).

  Ranged attack most efficient at long range.

  Ranged attack most efficient at medium range.

  Ranged attack most efficient at short range.

  Melee attack (close combat attack) efficient only 
at short range.

Important: If a range card does not feature 
any range icon from a given combat panel, attacks 
based on this range icon cannot be made at this 
range.

Important: If a combat panel of an enemy 
card or a gear card used displays more than one 

range icon, the combatant who controls this card 
chooses, which icon to use when attacking.

the end of the current clash. All combat cards except 
Attack and  Multi-attack ignore initiative. If both 
combatants play combats cards that ignore initiative, 
the Active Player resolves his card effects first.

While resolving combat cards according to initia-
tive, the combatant with higher initiative resolves his 
card effects first.



Change Range
This card is used to 

change conditions of 
combat to more favorable 
ones. After a combatant 
plays it, he chooses whe-
ther he wants to advance 
or retreat:

 Advance: This combat 
gains 1 dominance and his opponent’s attack 
checks suffer  during this clash. In the next 
Set Range and End Clash Step, the range marker 
should be moved to a range card representing a 
closer range, as described below:

Long Range → Medium Range
Medium Range → Short Range

 Retreat: This combatant’s opponent gains 1 domi-
nance, but his attack checks suffer  during 
this clash. In the next Set Range and End Clash 
Step, the range marker should be moved to a range 
card representing a longer range, as described 
below.

Short Range → Medium Range
Medium Range → Long Range

If both combatants play this card, the Active 
Knight decides first about advancing or retreating.

If one combatant advances and the other retreats, 
the current range is not changed.

Important: Remember that the range is not 
changed immediately, but at the end of the clash, 
i.e. all attack checks are based on the current range 
card.

Important: Combatants cannot retreat be-
yond long range nor advance beyond close range. 
Playing the Change Range card is always allowed, 
but sometimes this may only result in forcing an 
opponent to suffer  and changing dominance.

Attack 
and Multi-attack
If the Active Knight 

plays one of these cards, he 
attacks his opponent. In 
order to do this, he must 
have at least one available 
weapon. Knights have 
weapons in their starting 
gear (shown in hand pan-
els ). Additionally, 
they may gain new gear 
cards with the ”Weapon” 
trait . Such cards can 
be placed on knight sheets 
and used in combat. One-
handed weapons bear  
icon and are placed on one, 
chosen hand panel. 

Two-handed weapons 
bear  icon and are placed between hand panels.

If the Active Knight uses any ranged weapon to 
attack, he must spend  (see p. 28) before making 
his attack check. If he uses  weapon, no  is 
required. If the knight does not have enough to 
attack, he cannot play any of these combat cards. 

 
 Attack Combat Card: The Active Knight spends 

1  (or 0  when attacking with  weapon) 
and makes an attack check based on the Blades or 
Guns skill. He gains 1 dominance and additional 
1 dominance for each 1 lost by his opponent 
as a result of this attack.

 Multi-attack Combat Card: In order to play this 
card, the Active Knight must attack using a weapon 
with at least 1   icon on its combat panel. He spends 
2  (or 0  when attacking with  weapon) 
and makes an attack check based on the Blades or 
Guns skill. His attack check gains  equal to 
the number of  from the weapon used. The knight 
gains 2 dominance and additional 1 dominance 
for each 1 lost by his opponent as a result of 
this attack.

If the Waster plays one of these combat cards, 
he resolves his attack identically except that he uses 
an enemy’s Aggression instead of any skills and he 
does not spend any . For the Waster to play 
the Multi-attack combat card,  icons must be dis-
played on the combat panel of the enemy in combat.

c) Determine Dominance
Combat in Waste Knights can be won by causing 

an opponent to lose all or by presenting such an 
intimidating attitude that this opponent is discour-
aged from fighting. The latter solution is represented 
in the game by rules of Dominance. Dominance is 
tracked during combat using the dominance track  
and the dominance marker moving over it.

Catch Me If You Can

Sometimes for tactical reasons one combatant 
keeps retreating for the whole combat, while the 
other keeps advancing. This may lead to an apparent 
stalemate. However remember that the advancing side 
keeps gaining dominance. This may lead to one player 
winning combat without a single shot or blow.

Damage and Health
There are two easily mistaken values in the game: 

Health  and Damage , whose icons appear on 
various game components.
  Damage: Damage is dealt in combat and can 

be soaked (negated) by armor when resolving at-
tacks. Any damage not soaked causes Health los-
ses. Damage cannot be healed – it is a symbolic 
value used only to assess effects of a given attack.

  Health: Health can be lost or healed in diffe-
rent circumstances. It symbolizes actual wounds 
and direct changes on a knight’s Health counter or 
an enemy’s card. Health losses ignore armor (see 
p. 29). During combat, Health changes are tracked 
using Health markers and Health loss tokens.



Combat Panel and Combat Icons Overview
The Combat Panel appears on ”Weapon”  

and ”Armor”  gear cards and wasteland cards 
representing enemies. It displays Combat Icons.

1. Ferocity Diode: If it is lit (light-blue), it indicates 
a ferocious enemy that ignores dominance rules.

2. Aggression: It shows a basic dice pool used by an 
enemy in attack checks.

3. Range Icons: They symbolize capabilities of weap-
ons as gear cards or armaments of enemies. If 
more than one range icon is displayed here, the 
combatant chooses, which range to use when 
attacking.

4. Attack Icons: These icons inform about additional 
effects of a given attack. They affect all attacks no 

Adrenaline Rush
If, during combat, a knight’s  is lowered to 1 

or 2, his Health marker shows  icon(s). However, 
these negative modifiers do not affect the knight un-
til the end of the current combat. Only after it is re-
solved, all his skill checks start suffering the indicated 
number of .

Enemies never suffer  for losses.

If combat is being fought with a Ferocious enemy 
recognizable by the lit ferocity diode on its combat 
panel, combatants should ignore all dominance rules. 
During such combat, the dominance marker stays on 
the “0“ space and a given ferocious enemy can only 
be defeated by causing it to lose all (i.e. placing 
enough Health loss tokens on its card to reduce its 

to zero or less).

If a given enemy is not ferocious, dominance is 
counted as described below.

During combat, each combatant uses either the 
red or the blue combat deck. Combat cards feature 
arrows with one or more arrowheads that indicate the 
dominance change introduced after a given combat 
card is resolved.

 The combatant using the red combat deck gains 
1 dominance for each arrowhead of red arrows 
shown on all combat cards that were played during 
the current clash by both combatants.

 The combatant using the blue combat deck gains 
1 dominance for each arrowhead of blue arrows 
shown on all combat cards that were played during 
the current clash by both combatants.

 Additionally, each combatant gains 1 dominance 
for each 1  lost by the opponent as a result of a 
given combatant’s attack.
Important: Do not count all dealt by at-

tacks as it could be soaked by armor – only 
losses.

Combatants count the difference between their 
dominance gains and then move the dominance 
marker along the dominance track a number of 
spaces equal to this difference. The marker should be 
moved towards the arrow in the color of the combat-
ant who gained more dominance during the current 
clash.

If the dominance change would cause the domi-
nance marker to move outside the dominance track, 
turn the marker to its “+5” side and start counting 
dominance from the “0“ space.

Important: Healing  lost does not affect 
dominance. Even if some effect (ex. using a Medi-
shot gear card) enables a combatant to heal, domi-
nance gained for any  lost is still counted.

Example. The combatant using the blue combat 
deck played Multi-attack and caused his opponent to 
lose 2 , thus gaining 4 dominance. During the same 
clash, the combatant using the red combat deck played 
Attack and caused his opponent to lose 1 , gain-
ing 2 dominance. The difference equals 2  dominance 
in favor of the blue player, so the dominance marker 

matter the chosen icon range.
5. Armor Value: It soaks (negates) damage dealt by 

opponents.
6. Health: It indicates a given enemy’s toughness and 

susceptibility to wounds.

Range Icons displayed on combat panels are de-
scribed in detail on p. 22. All other combat icons have 
the following effects:

 Multi-attack: When attacking with the Multi-
attack combat card, attack checks gain for each 
of such icons.

Armor Piercing: Each bullet inside the icon lowers 
an opponent’s armor value by 1 (min. 0).

 Additional Damage: The number inside the icon 
indicates, how much additional damage is dealt when 
attacking.

 Armor Value: The number inside the icon indi-
cates, how much damage is soaked by armor.

Health: The number inside the icon indicates 
the minimum sum of Health shown on Health loss 
tokens that is necessary to defeat a given enemy. 
Knights’ Health is shown on player boards.

Enemy Combat Panel

Weapon Combat Panel Armor Combat Panel

1
2 3

3 4

4 5

5

6

Blue Arrow with    
1 Arrowhead

Red Arrow with     
2 Arrowheads

Dominance Track and Marker

Unlit and Lit Ferocity Diode



Attack Sequence
If at least one combatant plays the Attack or Mul-

ti-attack combat card, his attack should be resolved 
as described below.

1. Choose Weapon and Range Icon
Starting from the Active Knight, both combat-

ants make decisions pertaining to their attacks:
 The Active Knight chooses one weapon to attack 

with and one range icon from this weapon’s com-
bat panel.

 The Waster chooses one range icon from the 
combat panel of the enemy participating in 
combat.
The chosen range icon must be shown on the cur-

rent range card. Otherwise, the attack is invalid.

2. Determine Initiative
Both combatants check the initiative from 

the current range card looking for their chosen 
range icons. The combatant, whose range icon 
is shown more to the left, has higher initiative 
and resolves his attack first. Then, the combat-
ant with lower initiative can resolve his attack 
(unless he is defeated).

If both combatants choose identi-
cal range icons, they have equal initiative 
and resolve their attacks simultaneously. In such 
case, the Active Knight should resolve all activities 
connected with attacking first (for practical reasons).

3. Resolve Attack
The combatant currently resolving his attack is 

known as the Attacker, while his opponent in the De-
fender. The attacker with higher initiative makes an 
Attack Check and resolves effects of his attack. Then, 
the attacker with lower initiative does the same. All ac-
tivities described below are identical for both attackers.

a) Attack Check
 The Active Knight making a ranged attack spends 

. Then, he makes the Attack Check using his 
Guns skill.

 The Active Knight making a melee attack makes 
the attack check using his Blades skill.

Important: Some weapons may require 
other resources before attacking (ex. the Chain-
saw gear card requires 1 ).

 The Waster never spends and always 
makes  attack checks using the Aggression of the 
enemy participating in combat.
The current range card describes attack check 

conditions: valid skill(s) and the difficulty level of all 
attack checks.

Rules for making skill checks can be found on p. 
15. The attack check dice pool is formed as follows:

Attack Check Dice Pool = 
Blades / Guns / Aggression 

+ Dice Modifiers  / 

There are many modifiers affecting attack checks. 
They can originate from combat cards (ex. Prepare), 
luck cards (ex. Faster, faster!) etc. Remember to add 
all  first and then subtract all . 

The number of dice rolled in attack checks cannot 
be less than 1.

If the attack check is passed, the attack hits and 
the attacker determines its effects. Otherwise, the at-
tack misses. In the latter case, the attacker with lower 
initiative can resolve his attack.

Important: Many luck cards are played before 
or after an attack check. The attacker alternates with 
the defender playing luck cards until both pass. Com-
batants must give each other a chance to play cards.

b) Deal Damage
The attacker counts damage dealt to the defender 

in the following way:

Total Damage Dealt = 1  + 1  /  
+  Modifiers

The most common modifiers come from com-
bat icons on combat panels, luck and range cards.

Important: A passed attack check basically 
deals 1 . Additional  is dealt only for  – 
not for normal successes, no matter how many were 
rolled.

Important: Some weapons and special abili-
ties deal 2 or more  for each  rolled in the 
attack check.

c) Soak Damage and Lose Health
The defender checks his Armor Value (shown on 

the combat panel of his ”Armor” gear card or waste-
land card) and lowers it by the attacker’s Armor Pierc-
ing value. If the armor value is higher, the difference 
indicates, how much damage is soaked (negated):

Total Damage Soaked = – 

The defender lowers the total damage dealt by 
the total damage soaked. If the total damage dealt is 
higher, he loses 1   for each 1  not soaked:
 The Active Knight records this  loss by updat-

ing the Health counter on his player board (he 
turns and/or discards Health markers)

 The Waster records this  loss by placing Health 
loss tokens of the proper value on the card of the 
enemy participating in combat

If the defender has 0  now, he is defeated. If 
he was supposed to attack (i.e. had lower initiative), 
he cannot do this – he is defeated before resolving 
his attack. If the initiative was equal, he resolves his 
attack as normal and is defeated afterwards.

If, after resolving all attacks, any combatant is de-
feated, proceed to the Combat End Phase. Otherwise, 
proceed to the Determine Dominance Step.

Important: Many effects increase
dealt, or . All such effects are cumulative. 
     Important: If a combatant loses all  as a 
result of a single attack, he cannot even benefit from 
effects usable ”at any time” to heal  – he is im-
mediately defeated.

Initiative shown on the Long Range card

Attack check conditions shown on the Long Range card



Illustrated Combat Example

6. Chris wins combat – he defeated his enemy by causing him to lose all . This means that he gains all rewards from 
Hell  Raiders’ card – he draws the top card from the yellow gear deck (Vest), which he immediately places on his  
panel. He also gains +1  (and updates his Ammo counter). Additionally, he managed to accomplish the Nice Tro-
phy! task requiring him to defeat any enemy from wasteland cards. Thanks to this, the Preacher increases his  
by 2, moving his Reputation marker to the ”2” space of the Reputation and time track and draws 1 green gear card.

Now combat ends. Both players return their combat decks to the combat frame. The Waster discards Hell 
Raiders to the wasteland discard pile and resets the dominance marker and the range marker to their original 
positions (the ”0” space and the Medium Range card), preparing them for future combat.

1. Chris Hammersworn, the Preacher (the Active Knight) is moving through a mountains hex, when his 
Waster (Naomi Vatt, the Mechanic)  plays the Hell Raiders wasteland card (see ”Road to Gangraen” 
in the Mission Book). Chris chooses to face this enemy as the Nice Trophy! common task card is available.

2. Chris takes the red combat deck and his Waster the blue combat deck. Before combat, 
Chris plays the Deadly Quick luck card and changes the starting range – he places the range 
marker on the Long Range card. The Waster uses no effects. Then, players proceed to the 
Clashes Phase.

3. The first clash begins. Both combatants choose in secret 1 combat card each and reveal them simultaneously 
– Chris chose Attack and the Waster chose Prepare. Prepare ignores initiative and does not affect the current 
clash, so the Waster tells Chris to resolve his attack. 

The Preacher chooses P-A Shotgun (his only available weapon) to attack with and checks range icons from 
the weapon and the current range card. He can only choose , because  is not shown on the Long 
Range card. Next, he spends 1 and forms his attack check dice pool: his Guns skill is 2, so he should roll 2 
dice, however the chosen range icon causes Chris to lose 1 die. He only rolls 1 die, but gets a ”9” – a success!

The attack hits and deals 2  (1 for passing the attack check + 1 for shown in the combat panel 
of P-A Shotgun). Hell Raiders have  that soaks 1 . All in all, this attack causes 1  loss, so the 
Waster places a ”-1” Health loss token on the enemy’s card. 

The combatants determine dominance – Chris played Attack (+1 dominance) and caused 1  loss 
(+1 dominance), while the Waster gained no dominance. Therefore, the dominance marker is moved 2 spaces 
to the right ending on the ”2” space of the dominance track . It is moved towards the red arrow, as the knight 
is using the red combat deck. 

The current range is not changed. Chris takes the Attack card into his hand, but the Waster leaves Prepare on 
the table. Finally, the combatants proceed to the second clash.

4. During the second clash, Chris chooses the Attack card again. The Waster chooses Attack, too. The Preacher 
must use P-A Shotgun and . The Waster also chooses from Hell Raiders’ combat panel. It means 
that both combatants have equal initiative. As Chris is the Active Knight, he resolves his attack first for practi-
cal reasons. He spends 1 again and rolls 1 die, but gets a ”5” in his attack check – it’s a miss!

The Waster spends no  – he simply forms his attack check dice pool: 4 for the enemy’s Aggression and 2 
for playing Prepare in the previous clash. Additionally, he loses 1 die for the range icon he chose. Next, he rolls 
5 dice and gets the following results: ”1”, ”3”, ”4”, ”7” and ”9” – a success! 

The attack hits and deals 3  (1 for passing the attack check + 1 for  that is counted on ”9” 
thanks to Prepare + 1 for  from the enemy’s combat panel). Chris has Junk Protector with  that so-
aks 1 . Finally, the Waster’s attack causes 2  loss, so Chris discards the top marker from his Health counter 
– now the counter on his player board indicates 2  . Worrying about what may happen next, the Preacher 
immediately discards his Medi-shot to heal all  lost (and updates his Health counter accordingly).

The combatants determine dominance: Chris played Attack (+1 dominance). The Waster played Attack (+1 do-
minance) and caused 2  loss (+2 dominance) – for dominance purposes it does not matter that Chris used 
Medi-shot to heal himself. Therefore, the Waster gains 2 dominance during this clash.  The dominance marker 
is moved on the dominance track 2 spaces to the left towards the blue arrow – now it is back on the ”0” space. 

The current range is not changed. Both combatants take all combat cards into their hands and start the next 
clash.

5. The third (and the last) clash begins. Both combatants decide in secret to play Attack and reveal their com-
bat cards. They have equal initiative again, so Chris starts resolving his attack. Before his attack check, the 
knight plays a Die Already! luck card – this way his attack gains  (i.e. it will additionally deal 1 if it 
hits). Then, he spends 1 and rolls 1 die, getting a ”6” – it is a miss! However, he uses his special ability 
(marking it on his knight sheet) to repeat the attack check. This time he rolls a ”9” – a success!

The Preacher’s attack hits and deals 3  (1 for passing the attack check + 1 for from P-A Shotgun +1 
 for  from the luck card). negates 1 , so the attack causes 2 loss. The Waster adds a ”-2” 

Health loss token on the enemy’s card. He sums the values of the tokens and realizes that Hell Raiders lost all 
3 . It means that they will be defeated, but because they had equal initiative, the Waster still has a chance 
to retaliate. He takes 3 dice (4 for the Aggression minus 1 for the range icon) and rolls, but misses horribly. 

One combatant was defeated by losing all , so the players proceed directly to the Combat End Phase.



is moved 2 spaces to the left of the dominance track (to-
wards the blue arrow).

d) Set Range and End Clash
If any combatant uses any effect causing the cur-

rent range to change, such effect should be resolved 
now – the range marker is moved from the current 
range card to a different range card. From the begin-
ning of the next clash, this will be the new current 
range card.

Usually, the range changes as a result of play-
ing the Change Range combat card (see p. 22). 
There are other effects in the game that can lead to 
changing the range – they could cause setting a certain 
range (ex. a Silent Howler wasteland card) or enable a
combatant to change the range by more than one card 
in one clash.

After the new range is set, the current clash ends. 
Combatants take all combat cards they played into 
their hands and proceed to the next clash. If they end 
the third clash, they proceed to the End Combat Phase 
instead.

Important: If any combatant plays the Pre-
pare combat card, he leaves it face-up in front of 
himself until resolved.

Combat End Phase
During this phase, combatants determine final 

results of combat.

a) Determine Winner
The combatant who defeated his opponent is the 

winner of combat. It can be done in two ways:
 Losing all : As a result of a combatant’s 

a combatant’s attacks his opponent has 0 . If 
a knight has 0 , he loses consciousness (see p. 
30). If an enemy has 0 , his card is discarded 
after resolving the Combat End Phase. 

Important: If any combatant is defeated 
this way, combat may even end during the first 
or the second clash.

 Combat Dominance: If, after resolving three 
clashes, the dominance marker is placed on one 

combatant’s side of the dominance track, he de-
feats his opponent. Ferocious enemies cannot be 
defeated this way.

Important: Winning combat this way can 
only happen after resolving all three clashes.

If both combatants have equal initiative when 
they lose all  in the same clash, they defeat each 
other and combat ends in a draw.

If the third clash ends and the dominance marker 
is still on the ”0” space of the dominance track, com-
bat ends in a draw. 

Draws are not resolved in anyone’s favor – no 
combatant wins or loses, no combatant gains rewards  
and no combatant can use any effects based on win-
ning or losing combat. Effects based on defeating an 
opponent are resolved as normal. 

Important: If a knight defeats his opponent, 
but he loses consciousness in combat, he still man-
ages to accomplish any task that requires defeating 
an enemy or a knight (ex. Nice Trophy! or Robo-
killer) and gains rewards for such task.

b) Rewards and “After Combat” Effects
If combat is won by a knight, he gains all rewards 

shown in the rewards space of the wasteland card 
representing the defeated enemy. Additionally, if by 
defeating a given enemy he accomplishes a task, he 
gains all rewards shown in the rewards space of such 
task (or tasks). The Waster immediately introduces a 
new task card into the game (see p. 16).

Important: It is possible that defeating one en-
emy enables a knight to accomplish more than one 
task. The order of resolution of these tasks and how 
new tasks are introduced into the game is decided 
by the Waster.

If combat is won by an enemy played by the 
Waster, he should resolve any abilities that are trig-
gered when a knight loses combat (ex. an Alice’s Ex-
iles wasteland card). The Waster gains no rewards for 
defeating a knight.

Important: If the Active Knight, who is cur-
rently resolving his move, is defeated in combat, but 

he does not lose consciousness and is not stopped 
by his enemy (ex. a Digger 2.0 wasteland card), the 
Active Knight can resume his move.

Future expansions introduce effects that are re-
solved in the Combat End Phase (ex. a promo luck 
card Witness Me! that increases  gains after 
defeating an opponent in combat). If the game text 
of a given game component contains the expression 
”After combat”, its effects should be resolved now.

After resolving the Combat End Phase, both 
combatants return their combat decks to the 

combat frame. Then, the Waster resolves a clean-
up: he places the dominance marker on the “0” 

space of the dominance track and the range 
marker on the Medium Range card, returns all 

Health loss tokens used to the common pool and 
discards the enemy card to the wasteland card 

discard pile (no matter the result of combat). The 
Active Knight can continue playing the game.



Duels and Interacting Knights
When the Active Knight is resolving his move 

and his planned route goes through a hex with an-
other knight marker (or markers), after entering such 
hex he may ask each knight present whether he wishes 
to interact:
 The Knight Agrees: The knights start a Duel 

(combat between knights) according to the rules 
described below. If both knights play the Defend 
combat cards during the first clash, the duel im-
mediately ends and they may trade (see p. 34). 

  Otherwise, they fight each other according 
to the combat and duel rules.

 The Knight Refuses: The Active Knight may make 
a Search Check. It is a Challenging (7) Survival 
check made to locate another knight and force 
him to interact. If the check is passed, the knights 
start a duel as normal. This duel may still end in 
trading if both knights play the Defend combat 
cards during the first clash. 

  If the search check is failed, nothing happens 
and the Active Knight can continue his move.

The Active Knight may interact with any number 
of knights during his move, as long as his route goes 
through their hexes. 

Only the Active Knight can initiate interaction 
with other knights and make search checks – if he 
foregoes this opportunity, he simply ignores any 
knights on his route.

Duels between knights are resolved in a very 
similar way to combat with enemies from wasteland 
cards. All exceptions are described below:
 Both knights can play luck cards.
 Both knights choose one weapon to attack with.
 Both knights must spend  or other resources 

when using weapons to attack.
 Dueling knights always use dominance rules – no 

knight is ferocious.
 Dueling knights do not use Health loss tokens – 

they track all changes on their player boards.
 The winner of a duel gains no rewards. Instead, 

he gains +1  and can steal from the defeated 

knight (see p. 30) even if this knight does not 
lose consciousness (i.e. the duel was resolved us-
ing dominance). Additionally, defeating another 
knight may lead to accomplishing a task (ex. the 
Pit Fight task card) or fulfilling mission goals (ex. 
the There Can Be Only One mission).
Important: If a duel ends with one knight 

losing consciousness, the winner of this duel can-
not revive this knight during the same round he 
defeated him.

This section of the Rulebook contains detailed de-
scriptions of different game aspects that were not 
covered in the previous chapters.

Managing Resources
In Waste Knights, each player manages four basic 

resources: Ammo, Fuel, Radiation and Health. They 
are tracked on player boards using counters and dials. 
Below you can find, how they affect the game.

Ammo
Ammo is represented by  icon and symbolizes 

a meager supply of bullets, shells and other kinds of 
ammunition carried by each knight. This resource is 
used when making attacks with most ranged weapons. 

The Ammo counter is comprised of three el-
ements. The first one is a small display printed 
on each player board. It indicates 0 . The oth-
er two are Ammo markers indicating 1-4 . 
Each side of an Ammo marker represents 1 level of 

. 
When a knight spends or loses , he turns or 

removes an Ammo marker from the Ammo counter 
for each level spent or lost. Losses of this resource 
may be indicated on game components with the ”-” 
sign (ex. -1 ).

When a knight gains , he turns or places an 
Ammo marker on the Ammo counter for each level 
gained. Gains of this resource may be indicated on 
game components with the ”+” sign (ex. +3 ).

The Ammo counter is limited to 0-4 . 
Any changes above 4 and below 0 should be ignored.

The game text of some ranged weapon gear 
cards contains the following expression: ”No 
required”. It means than when making attacks with 
such weapons the attacking knight does not spend 
any  and cannot use any effects based on spend-
ing it (ex. a knight using Crossbow could not simul-
taneously use Hollow-points to improve his attack).

Attacks with melee weapons  require no .

Fuel
Fuel is represented by  icon and symbolizes 

the amount of gasoline or another propulsive liquid 
inside a knight’s tank. It is mainly used when moving 
around the board using a vehicle.

The Fuel dial is comprised of two ele-
ments. The first one is a fuel gauge printed on 
each player board displaying a scale of 0-4 . 
    The second one is a rotating Fuel indicator 
with an arrow that points at the current level. 
Each space of the Fuel dial represents 1 level of .

When a knight spends or loses , he 
rotates his Fuel dia l counter-clockwise 
by 1 space of the dial for each level spent or lost. 
Losses of this resource may be indicated on game 
components with the ”-” sign (ex. -1 ).

Ammo Display on 
a Player Board

Ammo Markers 
(fronts and backs)   

Fully Healing 
and Regaining Resources

 and resupply actions result in a knight  
fully healing  and   and/or fully regaining 

 and  . In such case, this knight updates the 
proper counters and dials by rotating dials or plac-
ing resource markers on his player board so that it 
indicates respectively:

	0 		4 		4 		4



When a knight gains , he rotates his Fuel dial 
clockwise by 1 space of the dial for each level gained. 
Gains of this resource may be indicated on game com-
ponents with the ”+” sign (ex. +4 ).

The Fuel dial is limited to 0-4 . Any changes 
above 4 and below 0 should be ignored.

Some weapon gear cards (ex. Chainsaw) require a 
knight to ”spend 1 ” in order to use them in com-
bat. In such case, the knight spends this resource be-
fore attacking and if he does not have , he cannot 
attack with such weapons. Spending 1 is enough 
for the whole combat, no matter how many times this 
knight attacks with a given weapon.

If a knight loses his vehicle (ex. trades it to an-
other gear card(s) that is not a vehicle or his vehicle is 
wrecked), he immediately loses all .

Radiation 
Radiation represented by  icon symbolizes 

the amount of harmful radiation that was absorbed 
by a knight’s body and how it affects his actions.

The Radiation dial is comprised of two elements. 
The first one is a Geiger counter with special icons 
printed on each player board displaying a scale of 0-4 

. The second one is a rotating Radiation indica-
tor with an arrow and a small window to its left that 
points at the current  level. Each space of the Ra-
diation dial represents 1 level of .

When a knight suffers , he rotates his Radia-
tion dial clockwise by 1 space of the dial for each level 
suffered. Suffering  may be indicated on game 
components with the ”+” sign (ex. +1 ). 

When a knight heals , he rotates 
his Radiation dial counter-clockwise by 1 
space of the dial for each level healed. Healing   
may be indicated on game components with the ”-” 
sign (ex. -1 ).

The Radiation dial is limited to 0-4 . Any 
changes above 4 and below 0 should be ignored.

High   level affects a knight’s efficiency. If the 
window of the Radiation dial displays one or more 
of the following icons, remember about their effects 
until the Radiation level decreases:
 : A knight gains no benefits for rolling  

i.e. he deals no additional and triggers no spe-
cial effects connected with  . However,   is 
still counted as a success in all skill checks.

 : A knight cannot heal until he lowers 
(heals) his  level.

 K.O.: A knight loses consciousness (see p. 30).

Health
Health represented by  icon symbolizes a 

knight’s physical condition – his exhaustion and se-
verity of his wounds. 

The Health counter is comprised of three elements. 
The first one is a small display printed on each player 
board. It indicates 0 and ”K.O.”. The other two are 
Health markers indicating 1-4 and icons. 
Each side of a Health marker represents 1 level of . 

When a knight loses , he turns or removes a 
Health marker from the Health counter for each level 
lost. Losses of this resource may be indicated on game 
components with the ”-” sign (ex. -1 ).

 When a knight heals , he turns or places a 
Health marker on the Health counter for each level 
healed. Healing  may be indicated on game com-
ponents with the ”+” sign (ex. +2 ).

The Health counter is limited to 0-4 . Any 
changes above 4 and below 0 should be ignored.

Serious wounds affect a knight’s efficiency. One 
Health marker and the Health display show the fol-
lowing icons:
 : A knight rolls 1 less die in all skill checks for 

each of such icons.

Fuel Dial

No Bull’s Eyes No Healing Lose 
Consciousness

Spending and Losing
Many effects mention spending resources. 

Spending is optional – a knight does not have to 
spend a given resource. However, if he chooses to, he 
must lower the level of a given resource as required. 
If he does not have enough, he cannot use a given 
effect. For example, a knight who wishes to play the 
Multi-attack combat card must have at least 2  
and spend it before making his attack check.

Other effects mention losing resources. Los-
ing is obligatory – a knight must lower the level 
of a given resource as required. For example, if 
a knight with 1 was forced to lose 2 , 
hewould lower his  to  0.

Important: If an effect mentions losing , 
a player ignores his armor value (if he has any). Ar-
mor protects only against  dealt in combat – not  
   against direct  losses.

Conditions of Knights

Depending on what counters and dials indicate, a 
knight can fall under the following conditions:
 Healthy: A knight is healthy if his Health counter 

indicates 4 .
 Clean: A knight is clean if his Radiation dial indi-

cates 0 .
 Wounded: A knight is wounded if he is not 

healthy.
 Irradiated: A knight is irradiated if he is not clean.
 Unconscious: A knight is unconscious if his Ra-

diation dial indicates 4  and „K.O.” and/or his 
Health counter indicates 0 and „K.O.”.

A knight can be simultaneously affected by more 
than one condition.



  K.O.: A knight loses consciousness (see below).

Unconscious Knights
A knight loses consciousness (i.e. is K.O.’d) imme-

diately when his Radiation dial indicates 4  and/
or his Health counter indicates 0 . This knight’s 
marker should be placed horizontally on the same 
hex, where he lost consciousness. Until this knight re-
gains consciousness, he cannot affect the game in any 
way – he performs no activities or actions and cannot 
use any effects from his game components unless they 
enable him to regain consciousness or prevent the 
knight from losing it (ex. the Adrenal red gear card).

The Active Knight may move through an uncon-
scious knight’s hex and pass a search check as normal 
(see p. 28) to revive this knight or to steal from him.

Important: Being unconscious as a knight does 
not affect in any way a player’s role as the Waster.

Reviving Knights
If the Active Knight revives an unconscious 

knight, this knight’s marker should be returned to 
vertical position. This knight immediately heals 2 

 and/or 2 , depending on which counter or 
dial shows “K.O.”. The Active Knight gains +1  
and the knights may trade without risking a duel. 
Then, the Active Knight can continue his move.

If the revived knight has not resolved his move 
yet, he can continue playing as normal in the round 
order. If he has already moved, he must stay on his 
hex, but he can act normally during the following 
steps of the round.

 
Stealing from Knights

If the Active Knight steals from an unconscious 
knight, he can choose one of the following options:
 He takes 1 gear card (except a vehicle card or a blue 

gear card). This includes available gear cards.
 He gains +2 .
 He gains +2 .
 He takes a private task card from the unconscious 

knight’s player area and removes 1 general marker 
from this card (if able).

If the Active Knight stole any resources, both 
knights update the proper counters or dials on their 
player boards. Then, the Active Knight can continue 
his move.

Regaining Consciousness
If an unconscious knight is not revived in the 

Move Step, he regains consciousness at the end of 
the Rest Step of the current round. His knight marker 
should be returned to vertical position and placed 
on the nearest  hex from his current hex (if two

 are in the same distance, the Waster chooses, 
where to place the knight marker). The knight im-
mediately heals 2  and/or 2 , depending on 
which counter or dial shows “K.O.”. Finally, he loses 
1  and 1 (if able) to illustrate that the help of 
strangers never comes cheap in the Waste.

Gear cards represent various useful items that can 
be scavenged in the Waste. They are divided into five 
large groups, depending on specific rules that govern 
them: Weapons, Armor, Vehicles, Enhancements 
and General. Additionally, gear cards have traits 
symbolized by special icons (see the reference sheet). 

General rules pertaining to gear cards are de-
scribed below:
 A knight can place gear cards on panels of his 

knight sheet (in hands, on his body and in three 
pockets), in his backpack and vehicle. Each panel 
of a knight sheet can store up to one gear card 
(but see “Starting Gear” below). The backpack and 
vehicles can store a number of cards indicated by 
their Capacity .

 Gear cards placed on a knight sheet are available 
i.e. their owner can use them as described in their 
game text. Available cards are kept face-up. 

 Gear cards kept outside a knight sheet are stored 
i.e. they cannot be used. Stored cards are kept 
face-down and should be placed horizontally 
below a knight sheet (when in the backpack) or 
below a vehicle card.

 A knight may freely move his gear cards between 
his knight sheet, backpack and/or vehicle only 
during the Knights Step and the Rest Step. During 
these steps, all gear cards owned by a knight are 
considered available. Outside these steps, knights 
must use special effects (ex. the Defend combat 
card) to re-equip their gear cards and gain access 
to cards from their backpacks and/or vehicles.

 If a knight gains a new gear card (ex. after defeating an 
enemy from a wasteland card or performing ), 
he can immediately place it on his knight sheet. If 
this knight places the new card on a panel already 
containing another gear card, he must take that 
card and move it somewhere else (ex. place it in 
his backpack or vehicle).

 A knight can trade any gear cards he owns with the 
Stalls and other knights (see p. 32).

 Limited Cards: The game text of some gear cards 
contains the expression: “Limit 1 per…” (ex. 
“Limit 1 per knight”). It means that a given knight 
can only use 1 limited card with the same title. 
This limit is in effect for the whole game (ex. one 
knight cannot use two First-aid Kit gear cards dur-
ing one Rest Step).

 Marked Cards: The game text of some gear cards 
contains the expression “Mark this card” (see p. 
31 for marking). Such cards can only be used once 
per round. If a marked card is stored or traded 
with another knight, the general marker placed 
on this card is not discarded.

Weapons 
Weapon cards are placed on Hands  pan-

els of a knight sheet and are used during combat. A 
knight can have up to 2 one-handed weapons 

Health Display on 
a Player Board

Health Markers 
(fronts and backs)



or up to 1 two-handed  weapon available at 
any time. Other weapon cards must be stored in the 
backpack and/or vehicle (never in pockets).

Armor 
Armor cards are placed on the Body  panel of 

a knight sheet to provide protection during combat. A 
knight can have up to 1 armor available at any time. 
Other armor cards must be stored in the backpack 
and/or vehicle (never in pockets).

Vehicles 
Vehicle cards are placed next to Fuel dials of 

player boards. They are a unique type of gear, because 
they are used by knights to move and store other gear 
cards. Vehicles have the following special rules:
 A knight can have up to 1 vehicle card available 

at any time.
 A knight’s vehicle is always available, although it 

is not placed on his knight sheet.
 Vehicles use when moving (see p. 28).
 Vehicle cards cannot be stored.
 A vehicle can suffer up to 1 Vehicle Damage  

or become Wrecked. The current state of the vehi-
cle may affect its performance. Each knight starts 
the game with an undamaged vehicle placed so 

that its higher-value side is face-up (usually yel-
low). When a vehicle suffers 1  (ex. when 
starting combat with a Digger 2.0 enemy card), 
the knight turns his vehicle card to the other 
side and places 1 vehicle damage token on it. If a 
damaged vehicle suffers  again, it is wrecked 
instead – the knight returns its card to the vehi-
cle pool and immediately loses all . He must 
move on foot until he gains a new vehicle card.

 Vehicles have . If a vehicle suffers  and its 
new  is less than the number of gear cards cur-
rently stored in this vehicle, the Waster immedi-
ately chooses and discards all gear cards exceeding 
the vehicle’s new .

 All gear cards not chosen by players during the 
game setup form the Vehicle Pool. They are avail-
able for trading in all  as normal (see below). 
They can also be taken from the pool instead of  
drawing gear cards from a deck when a knight 
gains new gear cards (ex. as rewards).

Enhancements 
Enhancement cards are attached (added) to other 

gear cards in order to improve them. Enhancement 
cards are distinguished by the „+” sign above a trait 
icon of gear cards, to which a given enhancement can 
be attached. Enhancements cannot be used by them-
selves – they have effects only when properly attached. 
They can only be kept attached to a card or stored 
in the  backpack and/or vehicle (never in pockets). 
Enhancements have the following special rules:
 An enhancement can be attached to a card with 

a certain trait icon if attachment rules of this en-
hancement allow.

 Enhancements are limited when considering a 
gear card, to which they are attached i.e. it is in-
valid to attach more than 1 enhancement with the 
same title to one gear card.

 One gear card can have any number of enhance-
ments attached.

 Each enhancement’s game text contains a hori-
zontal line. The description above the line is called 
attachment rules – it informs about limitations or 

requirements important when attaching a given 
enhancement. The description below the line is 
called attachment effect – it indicates changes 
in effects or use of a gear card after attaching a 
given enhancement. When attaching a card, the 
knight should slide the enhancement under the 
chosen gear card so that only the attachment effect 
is visible.

 An enhancement stays attached to a gear card no 
matter, where this card is placed and takes space in 
the backpack or vehicle as if it was a separate gear card.

 If a gear card with any enhancements attached is 
destroyed, stolen or discarded, all enhancements 
are lost with it. If such gear card is traded, its 
owner can detach all enhancements from it and 
place them in his backpack or vehicle, or trade 
them following normal rules.

 Enhancements can be attached or detached only 
during the Knights Step and the Rest Step. They 
cannot be re-equipped or moved between gear 
cards using effects that normally allow a knight 
to change the configuration of his gear cards (ex. 
the Defend combat card). The only exception to 
this rule is when a knight trades a gear card with 
enhancements (see above).

General 
If a gear card does not belong to any group de-

scribed above, it is general gear of a knight. General 
gear cards are placed on one of the three pocket pan-
els of a knight sheet or stored in the backpack and/or 
vehicle, depending on  when a given card can be used. 
General gear cards fall into three categories based on 
their effects:
 Permanent Effects: The game text of a card is al-

ways in effect if the card is available (ex. Dundee 
Hat).

 One-use Effects: If a given card is available, 
it can be discarded for its game text effects (ex. 
Medi-shot).

 Marking Effects: If a card is available, a knight 
can use its game text effects once per round, as 
indicated on the card. Then, this card must be 

Marking and Unmarking
Some special abilities and cards are marked after 

being used. In order to mark a special ability or card, 
its owner places 1 general marker on the game text 
of this ability or gear card. Such ability or gear card 
cannot be used again until this marker is discarded.

Players unmark all game components at the 
beginning of the Knights Step each round i.e. they 
discard all general markers from them. From this mo-
ment, these game components are ready to be used 
again.

Important: If a game component is not nor-
mally marked to be used, but for some reason was 
marked (ex. as a result of the Shelobie wasteland  
  card), it works normally.



1. Title: The name of the card
2. Game Text / Flavor Text: A description of effects.
3. Gear Trait Icon: It indicates the type of gear card.
4. Basic Trade Value: How much a card is worth.
5. Hand Icons (only weapons): They indicate, how 

many hands are required to use a given weapon 
and on which panels of a knight sheet to place it.

marked (ex. First-aid Kit used in the Rest Step). 
After the card is unmarked in the next Knights 
Step, it can be used again.

Starting Gear 
Each knight starts the game with a unique set of 

gear cards. Starting gear shown on knight sheets is 
used in a way very similar to normal gear cards, with 
the following exceptions:
 Starting gear cannot be destroyed, stolen or dis-

carded in any way.
 Starting gear cannot be traded.
 Starting gear is printed on knight sheets and can 

be covered with other gear cards. Any covered 
starting gear is no longer available – it is consid-
ered stored until it is uncovered again.

 Starting gear is counted against any limited gear 
cards owned by a knight.

 Enhancement cards can be attached normally to 

starting gear. An enhancement card should be slid 
under a knight sheet so that only its attachment 
effect is visible. Enhancements attached to start-
ing gear can be destroyed, stolen or discarded as 
normal.

 If starting gear must be marked, a general marker 
should be placed near the upper-right corner of 
the knight sheet panel that shows the starting 
gear to be marked. Marked starting gear can be 
covered with other gear cards. Such gear cards 
can be marked as normal, too. This way, one gen-
eral marker could be placed on a gear card’s game 
text and another in its upper-right corner to in-
dicate the fact of marking starting gear under it.

The Stalls and Trading Gear
In Waste Knights, there is no currency – inhabit-

ants of the Waste trade useful gear among themselves.
Value of each gear card is indicated with stripes 

of one color shown on each card back and inside the 
panel with a card’s title on each card front. Vehicle 
cards feature these stripesbeneath their titles and 
below  icon. Gear cards can have the following 
value:
  Cards: Cheap and common.
  Cards: Moderately expensive and rare. 
  Cards: Very valuable and rare.
  Cards: Priceless and unique gear that can be 

gained only after accomplishing certain tasks. 

Gear cards have the following exchange rate 
based on their value:

 =  = 

 =  = 

Gear Card Overview
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6. Body Icon (only armor): It indicates, on which 
panel of a knight sheet to place the armor card.

7. Combat Panel (only weapons and armor): It con-
tains combat icons used when attacking.

8. Speed (only vehicles): It informs, how many  
a knight gains for each  spent when moving 
with a given vehicle.

9. Capacity (only vehicles): It indicates, how many 
gear cards can be stored in a given vehicle.

10. Attachment Rules (only enhancements): They 
indicate, to which gear cards a given enhancement 
can be attached.

11. Attachment Effect (only enhancements): It de-
scribes effects of an enhancement once attached.



Gear cards available for trading are displayed on 
the Stalls represented by two frame pieces. The Stalls 
are composed of 10 Stalls Spaces: 8 normal spaces 
and 2 special spaces for two cities – Pumps and New 
Sydney. Each knight performing the Trade Action 

in any  has access to all 8 normal Stalls 
spaces. Additionally, any knight on the Pumps hex 
or the New Sydney hex has access to the gear card 
placed on the matching special Stalls space.

The background of each Stalls space shows what 
gear card should be placed on it, while the color of the 
diode below informs about the current trade value of 
a given card when performing . Most cards are 
traded according to their basic trade value, with the 
following exceptions:
 On each frame piece, 1 normal Stalls space offers 

an unfavorable exchange rate (  for  or  for 
).

 On each frame, 1 special Stalls space offers a fa-
vorable exchange rate (in Pumps  for , in 
New Sydney  for ).

If, during the Exploration Step, the Active Knight 
on  hex chooses to perform  as his explora-
tion action, he resolves trading with the Stalls in the 
following way:
1. Offer: The Active Knight checks gear cards from 

the Stalls. Then, he chooses and offers for trading 
any number of gear cards he owns. They can be 
taken from any place (his knight sheet, backpack 
and/or vehicle). He places all offered cards below 
the Stalls frames.

2. Choice: The Active Knight chooses any gear cards 
from the Stalls spaces that he has access to. The 
value of all chosen cards must be equal to or less 
than the value of all offered cards. The cards cho-
sen from the Stalls should be slid a little upwards 
to distinguish them.

Important: When trading, you should con-
sider the current (Stalls) trade value of each card 
that is indicated by diodes.

3. Deal: If the value of the offered cards is appropri-
ate, the Active Knight discards them to gear dis-

card piles of proper colors, takes all chosen cards 
from the Stalls and places them on his knight 
sheet, in his backpack and/or vehicle.

Important: The knight receives no 
“change” when trading – if he offers gear cards 
of higher value than required and the Stalls do 
not contain cards that would compensate the 
difference, he loses any excess gear cards.

4. Refill the Stalls: The Active Knight refills the Stalls 
by drawing and placing gear cards from gear decks 
of proper colors. He places these cards on empty 
Stalls spaces starting from the leftmost empty 
space and going to the right of the Stalls frames.

There are some effects in the game that allow a 
knight to perform  outside  hexes and out-
side the Exploration Step (ex. the Wandering Mer-
chant wasteland card). Unless their game text says 
otherwise, trading resulting from such effects should 
be resolved as described above.

There are three special tokens in the game: 
Nuked, Pills and Reboot. Each has a unique appear-
ance and is placed on the game board after a certain 
task is accomplished by one of knights. 

Special tokens are placed on the board light 
(brightly colored) side up. During each Waster Step, 
all special tokens on the board are either turned to 
their dark side or discarded from the board (if the 
dark side is already face-up). 

All special tokens have identical effect when in 
the game: as long as a special token is on a given 
hex, this hex cannot be explored and its description 
from the reference sheet should be ignored (i.e. con-
sidered blank). Because such hex cannot be explored, 
no exploration actions can be performed there and 
knights cannot accept nor accomplish any tasks there 
(for game purposes it is treated as a normal hex).

Special tokens will have other uses in future game 
expansions.

Stalls Frame Overview

1. Normal Stalls Space.
2. Special Stalls Space (here Pumps).
3. Value of a Gear Card Placed: A gear card back 

shown here informs what gear card should be placed 
on a given Stalls space.

4. Stalls Trade Value: The color of the diode in-
dicates what is the current value of a gear card placed 
on the Stalls space above. This value is in effect only  
  when trading with the Stalls.

Trading Vehicles

Knights performing  can trade not only 
”normal” gear cards, but also vehicle cards according 
to their current value. Vehicle cards available for trad-
ing do not occupy Stalls frames – they can be found in 
the vehicle pool common for all . Vehicle cards 
have different value depending on their state – fully 
functional ones have the ”face” value (usually yellow), 
while damaged ones are cheaper. Besides that, trading 
vehicle cards is identical to trading other gear cards.

Important: If a knight trades his vehicle and 
has no vehicle after he resolves trading (he gets rid 
of his only vehicle), he immediately loses all . 

Knights can trade damaged vehicles.

2-Player Game
A 2-player game is played in the same way as a 

4-player game, with the following exceptions.

1

4

3
2



Then, the First Player deals 4 private task cards to each 
player. Both players choose 2 task cards from 4 dealt, 
place them face-down in their player areas and remove 
from the game all other private task cards (4 not chosen 

and the whole private task deck). They will not receive 
any other private tasks until the end of the game.

Private task spaces on the task frame are left empty, 
but players may still use orange and green task tokens 
when resolving their private tasks.

Playing the Game
Task Cards: Players resolve common tasks as 

normal. Additionally, each player has 2 face-down 
private task cards in his player area. When exploring 
the hex mentioned in the first requirement of any of 
his private tasks, a player reveals this task card and 
attempts to fulfill this requirement (ex. pass a skill 
check) according to its game text. If he successfully 
fulfills this requirement, he treats the task card as if 
he “took this card” and accepted the task. Then, he 
continues resolving it as normal. Otherwise, this task 
card is kept face-up until he manages to accomplish it.

Players can have 2 private tasks and they cannot 
steal them from each other. Private task cards never 
become outdated – players have unlimited time to 
accomplish them.

3-Player Game
A 3-player game is played in the same way as a 

4-player game, with the following exceptions.

Game Setup
First Player Marker and Waster Marker: The 

First Player takes his marker. The player to the right 
of the First Player takes the Waster marker.

Task Cards: Common task cards should be set up 
as normal. The private task deck should be set up as 
normal, but only 1 private task card should be drawn 
and placed face-up on the central (orange) space of the 
task frame. The green private task space and the green 
task tokens are not used in a 3-player game.

Playing the Game
Waster Marker: In a 3-player game, the Waster is 

always the player sitting to the right of the Active Kni-
ght (not the one sitting opposite the Active Knight).

Trading and Paying Cost 
with Gear Cards

When trading gear cards with the Stalls or dis-
carding them to pay costs of certain effects, a knight 
can discard the equivalent of the required cards i.e. 
instead of discarding 1 , he could discard 3 .

When drawing gear cards, ex. as rewards for de-
feating an enemy or performing S  of a special hex, 
a knight must draw exactly the same gear cards as 
shown in a given rewards space or action description  
 (see p. 11).

Trading Knights

Knights can trade in the following circumstances:
 The Active Knight successfully interacts with an-

other knight when resolving his move (see p. 28).  
A duel must be resolved. 

 The Active Knight revives an unconscious knight. 
They can trade without risking a duel.

 Two or more knights are on the same hex during the 
Rest Step. They can trade without risking a duel.

When knights trade, they are not limited by gear 
card value shown on cards – it is a mere suggestion 
on how to trade. Knights can make any deals pertain-
ing to gear cards exchanged, they can trade ,  
and  (level for level, updating the proper counters 
and dials), as well as promise help for gear cards and 
resources. 

Important: It is forbidden to make promises 
based on a player’s role as the Waster. The Waster is 
considered an entity completely independent from  
 knights.

Blue gear cards  represent unique items that 
can only be gained after accomplishing certain tasks. 
They are governed by the following rules:
 They cannot be destroyed, stolen or discarded.
 They cannot be traded with the Stalls, but knights 

can trade them among themselves.
 A knight may remove from the game his  when 

he gains it or during any Rest Step, to immediately 
gain +1  and draw 1 .

Special Gear Cards
There are three  that are ”teasers” for future 

expansions. Their rules can be found below:
 Cyber-arm: This is an Implant  gear card. It is 

attached to a knight by placing it to the left of his 
knight sheet. It can only be discarded by perform-
ing S  of Cerbero Tower [11].

 Scales: This is a Mutation  gear card. It is at-
tached to a knight by placing it to the left of his 
knight sheet. It can only be discarded by perform-
ing S  of Cerbero Biolabs [6].

 Turbo-injector: This is a Tuning  gear card. 
It is attached to a knight’s vehicle card by sliding 
it under this vehicle card so that only the attach-
ment effect is visible. It can only be discarded by 
performing S  of Rusty’s Garden [12].

More information about implants, mutations and 
tuning gear cards will be available in future game  
 expansions.

Blue Gear Cards

Game Setup
First Player Marker and Waster Marker: The 

First Player takes his marker. In a 2-player game, the 
Waster marker is not used. The Waster is always the 
player who is not the Active Knight.

Combat Cards: Each player takes one combat 
deck and uses it until the end of the game.

Task Cards: Common task cards should be set up 
as normal. The private task deck should be shuffled. 
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            Blades / Guns (9):

If you pass this check, you 

gain +2           . Otherwise, 

choose: you suffer 3            

or lose 3         .

REPAIR (7) MEDICINE (7)

TALK (7)

SURVIVAL (7)

+1         .S+1         .S

+1        .S

            - 1         : Place your knight 
marker on any hex. This is not 
considered moving. You can 
explore the new hex as normal, 
but you cannot perform any 
exploration action there.

S

+1        .S +1        .S

+1        .S

+4         .S           Target any hex. All 

knights on that hex suffer 2            

            and lose 2         .

S Heal 3         .S

            Take any             from the 

Stalls. Then refill the Stalls.
S             Take any            from the 

Stalls. Then refill the Stalls.
S

Attack checks of           
enemies on this hex and on
all adjacent hexes gain
                  .

+1          / +2          .S

           Attach or discard 1             
card from your knight.
S

           Attach or discard 1              

card from your            .
S

             +             -1        .

S           +3        and repair 

your            .

           Lose 2           , if able:

           +1         / +2         .
S

              Draw 3 wasteland cards,    
              choose 1 and place it face- 
-down under the Waster marker. 
Discard the other cards. In the next 
Move Step, instead of revealing 
wasteland cards from the deck, 
the Waster must play 1 card placed 
under the Waster marker.

S

Heal 3            .S

           Discard any number of              

                     cards from your         

          knight.

S

+1         .S

S

+1         .S

2 3 4 51

COMBAT & CHECK ICONS HEX & ACTION ICONS GEAR & WASTELAND CARD ICONS

Melee Weapon 

Ammo

City

Threat

Enemy – Beast

Enemy – Gang

Enemy – Cult

Enemy – Machine

Enemy – Mutant

Event – General

Event – Nature

Radiation 

Contamination

Special Action

Trade Action – 
The Stalls

Resupply Action – 
Radiation, Health

Resupply Action – 
Ammo, Fuel, Repair

Fuel

Radiation

Health

Reputation 

Gear Cards

Hands | Body | 

Capacity 

Ranged Weapon – Short Range

Ranged Weapon – Medium Range 

Ranged Weapon – Long Range

Multi-attack

Armor Piercing 

Armor Value 

Health

Bull’s Eye (Critical Success)

Die Gained

Die Suffered

Additional Damage  

GENERAL USE ICONS

       Akcja uzupełnień – życie i radiacja na full       Akcja uzupełnień – paliwo i amunicja na full + naprawa 
pojazdu na full

             /             -2        .

             Knights cannot trade              
                     here.

             /             -1        .

             /             -2        .

            Draw 2 luck cards.S

            Additional Pumps 
gear card from the Stalls 
available here.

            Additional New 
Sydney gear card from the 
Stalls available here.

              +             -1        .               +             -1        .            -1          : Roll 1 die.S
1-4: Lose 1         .

5-9: +1         . 10: +1           .
             -1        : Gain +1           .S

S

Weapon

Drug

Mutation

Vehicle

Tuning

Implant

Equipment

Armor

Enhancement

 Knights cannot trade 
         here.

Preparations Phase

1. Waster Step:
a) Advance Round Marker and 

Mark Task Cards 
b) Game Board Effects
c) Remove Long-term Effects
d) Mission Effects (optional)
e) Update Stalls (optional)
f) Pass First Player Marker and 

Waster Marker

2. Knights Step:
a) Unmark Cards and Sheets
b) Prepare Knights’ Gear Cards
c) Draw Luck Cards

Wasteland Phase
1. Move Step

a) Plan Route
b) Resolve Movement and Waste-

land Cards

2. Exploration Step
a) Exploration Check (if required)
b) Hex Activities (in any order):
 Accept and/or Accomplish 1 

Task 
 Perform 1 exploration action

3. Rest Step
a) Trade Between Knights
b) Use Gear Cards
c) Quick Resupply
d) Regain Consciousness

1. Combat Start Phase:
a) Use ”Before Combat” Effects

b) Set Starting Range

2. Clashes Phase (up to 3 clashes):
a) Choose Combat Cards

b) Resolve Combat Cards by Initiative

c) Determine Dominance
d) Set Range and End Clash

3. Combat End Phase:
a) Determine Winner

b) Rewards and ”After Combat” Effects

Combat Sequence Attack Sequence

1. Choose Weapon and Range Icon
2. Determine Initiative

3. Resolve Attack
a) Attack Check
b) Deal Damage

c) Soak Damage and Lose Health


